Ever beento a

WE STOCK THE LOT!
How many times have you called in on your local C.B. Warehouse and found the wrong
stock - no stock - wrong prices, in addition to being told that you are unable to return
damaged or faulty stock! NOT AT ACORN buddy! .
In our superbly appointed 3000sq.fl. showroom we stock the lot including all the popular
lines plus some specials and to keep ahead of the field, we are adding more and more products
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CB transmitting equipment not
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UPI)IATE News from the world of CB
News from the world of CB
New Lines from SSE
Four new pieces of equipment
from SSE came our way at our
recent CB Show. Three newaccessories include t w o TVI
filters, one designed to fit into
the rig antenna line and one into
the TV aerial lead. Both items
are the usual very high quality
we have come to expect from
SSE. The filters are both encased in strong metal boxesand
sturdily constructed. Again, as
usual with SSE products they
have the endearing habit of actually working and not costing
the earth. Both splitters cost
under E5.
Third of the accessories is
none other than an S-meter1
watt meter. Just in case you're
wondering why on earth you
might need an S-meter combined with a watt meter when
your rig probably already has
one, then consider this: most
in-built S-meters are so small,
and so vaguely calibrated, that
you'll probably need glasses
after half an hour's squinting at
those miniature meters. This
meter is large, easy to read and
sturdily constructed - great for
base station use. The Extension
S-Meter can be all yours for

E 15.

UPDATE
6

Last but by no means least is
a 12 channel hand-held UK FM
rig that's got to be a winner.
The rig is designed with portability firmly in mind. A selection of three antennas are
available, including a short rubber ducky, centre loaded
telescopic and a tape antenna
that will withstand an incredible
amount of abuse. The transmitter pushes out around 1.5watts
and a selection of half a dozen
or so crystals control the
channel allocations. The
designers have used a cunning
double conversion technique to
limit the number of crystals required to just eight. A tone button will, in conjunction with the
PTT button, send a short tone
burst for paging and the PTT
i t s e l f is l o c k a b l e . The
transceiver is powered by a
packof re-chargeable batteries
which can be exchanged quickly by just swapping the battery
module. All in all this is a very
well designed, sturdily constructed little unit and should
retail for around f50. More information on this and the other
SSE products can be obtained
from: Solid State Electronics
(UKI Ltd, 6 The Orchard,
Bassett Green Village,
Southampton SO2 3NA.
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New From Binatone

,

As reported exclusively in this
magazine some months ago
Binatone will be offering some
very interesting products for
UK CB in the next few weeks.
Shown here are two new
Binatone SWR metres, the
02-5798 also has a p o w e r
measuring capacity. Also here
are the re-styled Route 66 and
all new Speedway rigs which
are shown for the first time at
the First National CB Show.
Both rigs conform to the UK FM
specs.
Binatone have put together a
small booklet on CB designed
specifically for first timers and
newcomers. This handy little
book contains just about everything you need to know to get
you on the road. Proceeds from
the sale of the booklet will be
going to the World Wildlife
Fund - good on yer Binatone.
For the complete lowdown on !
all Binatone products get in
touch with them at Binatnnn
House, Beresford A
Wemblev, Middlesex.

1

Totem Poles?

Mounting Interest
Now here's a thing. The
Pivotrig CB Swing Mount for
CB rigs. This rather unusual
device is designed to be
mounted under the dashboard
of your mobile and attached to
the top of your rig. The idea is
fairly obvious: the rig can be
swung out from under the
dashboard ready for use, or,
conveniently tucked away, out
of sight of Buzby or light
fingered people.
The bracket which consists

of two jointed arms extends u
to 9 inches and the arrr
themselves are made fro1
ribbed steel, finished in sat1
black enamel.
The Pivotrig sells for aroun
€4.50 (inc VAT) and should t
available from most goo
accessory shops. However, I
case of difficulty the man1
facturers,
R 8 R c
Redditch,should be able 1
help. They can be found i
Crescent Works, 747a M o u ~
Pleasant, Redditch, Worcs B!
UE.
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A new name in legal CB antennas will be making itself known
in the next few months. The
name is actually part of a new
image for Valor antennas,
which for some, had rather unfortunate associations w i t h
room heaters. Two new names
you'll be seeing almost immediately will be Cherokee and Half
Breed. The Cherokee is the new
name for the good old Dial-AMatch, that's the one with the
superbly simple SWR adjustment rings on the coil body.
The other antenna will be new
to many, that's the Half Breed,
and we hope to be putting this
in our Antenna Review pages in
the not too distant future. Both
of these twigs will be distributed by a new force in CB
which consists of a tie-up between OCT and Breaker One
Nine, to form yet another part
of the immensely successful
OCT Group. Look for both of
these new antennas in your
local shop soon, and hopefully
we'll be reporting on the outcome of the Half Breed test
shortly.

,ange of Astatic microphones.
The run-of-the-mill stuff, excelent though it is is completely
wershadowed by what must be
the most important developn e n t in microphone techlology this century - it's the
4static 0740 table lamp. This
nasterpiece of engineering and
jesign is actually a D l 0 4 mike
~ i t ah lamp fitting on the top.
nitial reports from our test
:eam are most enthusiastic. It
3ppears that the field tests
;how that the unit functions
.'aultlessly under virtually all
operating conditions, spreading high quality illumination
over an area of around six
square feet. W e ask you how
many other CB base mikes can
do that?
Dave and his amazing collection of Astatic mikes can be
f o u n d a t Skyriders, 5 5 7
Hertford Road, Enfield.

Please note that the item in the
Update September issue of CB
entitled 'Card Sharps' regarding a printing service for
Eyeball Cards stated wrongly
that the price for 250 cards was
The correct price is €5.50
Lighting Up The Sky E5.
3nd the address for sending
Young Dave Rogers, gentle- new orders has now been
man CB dealer of the parish of :hanged to: Rigs and Twigs, 51
Enfield, has a rather interesting Eaton Road, Margate, Kent.,
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Introducing 6Mesel-Stikt
the revolutionary
a m t e ~ concept
a
from
the Tirestick9Antenna Co.
'DIESEL-STIK

I

lM'

Tunable over the full 27MHZ Range
Operates on existing A.M. and the New
British 'M. as well as SSB.
f l NO TOOLS REQUIRED. Simple hand
adjustment.
hwer Rating - 1000 Watts.

4v
-

Y

/

Only d a b l e from Connedons,
sole UK Distributors for
Furrow Way, Cannon Lane,
Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 3NX

~rest~k'
r
ANTENNAS:

*ACCESSORIES*

Trade Enquiries welcome. Tel: 062 882-4338/9.
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A Woolfe in Cheap
Clothing

934 Rigs A Reality
Shown here is one of the finest
examples of a 934 MHz CB rig
produced in this country by a
company called Reftec. As yet
details are a little on the slim
side but we hope to have a full
review in the next few months.
The rig itself will retail for
something like f200and has the
full 20 channels allocated to 934
megs.

Snippets
Midland CB rigs will be sold in
this country by Plustronics Ltd.
The important Midland name,
known to millions of CBers
worldwide, will beappearing on
three new UK FM models on
sale thisautumn. Thethree new
units include
hand-held
transceiver, the Ready Rescue
emergency rig, very like the
GEC HELP unit, and a home
base unit. Three mobile
transceivers previously seen in
other CB marketswill also be on
sale.

According to Jeffrey Smith,
.the Managing Director of
Reftec, tests on pre-production
prototypes achieved ranges of
several miles, sufficient for
mobile and static communications over quite a large area and
well up t o the ranges we have
come t o expect from 27 MHz
equipment.
It's possible that 934 megs

transceivers could find a
lucrative market in business
communications where the
minimal security afforded by 27
megs equipment could prove a
limitation. For more details on
this interesting enterprise contact Reftec at Leyton Avenue,
Industrial Estate, Mildenhall,
Suffolk or give them a buzz on
OW8 715053

David Allen Insurance Consultants have announced a new CB
insurance plan offering better
terms and cover than many
comparable plans. The basic
cost of cover is calculated at
10% of the value of the equipmerit plus an optional cover for
confiscationwhichworksoutat
£7 for mobile rigs and £5 for
home base units. More details
of the policy can be obtained
f r o m D a v i d Allen ( I n s
C o n ~ ~ l t a n tL~td,
l
Carlton
Chambers, 24 Queen Street,
Huddersfield HD 12SP.

Another insurance scheme has
just been announced, this on€
from Holman General Facilitie5
Ltd. The basic premium for in.
suring equipment with a value
of up to f30G is just £ 10, and uy:
to f500worth of gear can be in.
sured for as little as f 15. The
cover is for all risks, excludinc
the first £10 of each claim. FOI
further information contaci
Holman General Facilities Ltd,
John Holman House, The
Broadway, Wickford, Esse~
SS 11 7AN.

Teutonic Threesome
We've got rigs coming out of
our 'earoles at the moment
the latest additions to our everexpanding checklist come
from Radiotechnic Ltd.
The rigs are produced by,
deep breath, Drahtlose
Nachrictentechnik Gmbh & Co
or DNT to those with only one
set of false teeth. This is where
the story gets interesting:
although the rigs are produced
in Germany they are manufactured inthe Far East and are imported into this country by
Direct lnput Ltd in Jersey. By
the time they reach these
shores they must be very confused.
Anyway, the threesome
include the M40. a 4 0 channel
mobile, the B~OFM,a three
channel hand-held. Hot on the
heels of this little lot will be the
HF 13140 FM - that's a 4 0
channel hand-held - and DNT
suspect they might be fairly
popular. In fact they reckon
that they'll have 25,000 of
them for L-Day.

-

Unfortunately we've got
no prices on these units as yet
but Direct lnput are happy t o
say that their whole range will
be competively priced, and
that can't be bad.
Direct lnput are n o w living
at 19 Clos Du Briand, St Helier,
Jersey and are awaiting your
enquiry on 0534 36493.
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UKCB22B1
We've got some good news
and some bad news for you
concerning our Win-A-Rig
Competition in the August
issue.
First the good news - the
prizes are still up for grabs.

John Woolfe Racing, famous
for ally wheels and customising
goodies, have announced a
range of three new UK FM rigs.
The cheapest of the range is the
M2 and that should retail for
around f59.95. This is a full
specification 40 channel FM rig
and as you can see from the picture is distinctively styled and
reasonably compact. We're
pleased to see that JWR rigs
feature SWR protection circuits that will withstand a
mismatch of 20:l for up t o five
minutes.
Second rig in the range is
the M I . This will retail for
around f65and has a number of
interesting features including
channel free and busy indicators, h i l l o attenuator
switch for the 10 dB antenna
restriction and dual polarity.
Again, the M I features a SWR
protection circuit.
The last of the three is aptly
named the M3. Like the M I it
has a hi/lo switch, SWR protection and dual polarity working. In addition it has a switchable ANL/NB (automatic
noise limiterlnoiser blanker)
switch that will go a long way in
cutting out excessive ignition
interference. Price for this unit
is expected t o be around £90.
To back up the rigs JWR are
introducing their own range of
CB accessories, packaged in
JWR colours. All of these items
should be available for L-Day
and additional information can
be obtained from John Woolfe
Racing, Woolfe House, Norse
Road, Bedford MK4 1 0L F.
Now for the bad news. For
some unknown reason the entry forms have gone astray
somewhere between Charing
Cross Road and Wantage in
Oxfordshire, where the judges
Maureen and Richard Woodward live. We've initiated a
search for the parcel and the
PO are hopeful it'll turn up.
Now don't blame us, we're as
sick as anyone so keep your
fingers crossed and hopefully
we'll have some good news
next month. If any PO staff are
reading this, please keep your
eyes open for a large parcel,
about l f t by 2 f t containing
thousands of small pieces of
paper, They're of no use t o
anyone except us, so please
contact us if you come across
such a parcel. A suitable
reward will be forthcoming t o
the finder!

b
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Deal in
America's No.1
Colt*
There'll be a big choice of CB radios-the
difficulty will be selecting the winner.
COLT has already proved itself in the tough
American market-now it's to be introduced
to the U.K. so we are looking for dealers.
The COLT has a great track-record
for quality, reliability and back-up service.
The price is right, too.
What's more, we'll be supporting COLT
very strongly with national advertising,
window stickers, posters, customer leafletsthe lot.
The profit potential is tremendous.
You can join this COLT bandwagon.
Simply complete the coupon below and post to:
Keith Johnson,Shellpost Limited, 185The Rock,
n
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Trouble And Squeak

* ----More British Power
Early fears that British companies would lose out on UK
CB are being proved groundless
almostdaily. Although it isclear
we won't be able to compete
with the cheaper Japanese rigs
we can make an impression on
the mid to upper end of the
transceiver market and what is
becoming more and more
apparent, t h e accessory

Ringing In The
Changes

Two new products, onedesigned to eliminate interference and
one, some might say, to
generate it, are shown here.
The first is a new TVI filter,
and in common with many
we've seen in the last few
months, actually works. The
Kayfilter fits in the TV aerial line
and consists basically of a UHF
bandpass filter with a braid
beaker, something that should
cut down on RF breakthrough,
caused by a CB rig being
operated close to a TV receiver.
The bandpass filter cuts out any
signals that are not in the UHF
bandprice for the filter isaround
f4.95. The second item is called
market.
see, are very reasonably priced. the Kaybleep and is designed to
Here we have two wholly The3-5ampmodelshouldretail fit onto the microphone input
British mains power supplies for around €15.90 and the 6-8 circuitry on almost any rig.
from a company called Fisher amp supply for E20.45. The When the PTT switch on the
KarparklndustriesLtd.The two Powerpacksshould be available microphone is released the
new units can supply up to 3-5 from most reputable accessory Kaybleep generated a rapid
amps and 6-8 amps respect- dealers but in case of difficulty succession of tones, conformively. Protection from overload the manufacturers can be con- ing to Morse 'K', which signifies
etc is handled by an electronic t a c t e d at Fisher Karpark the end of a transmission. The
cut-out circuit that should react Industries Ltd, Gratrix Works, installation instructions supfaster than the conventional Gratrix Lane, Sowerby Bridge, plied with the Kaybleep should
fuse. Both units are guaranteed West Yorkshire.
enable anyone capable of
for 12 months and as you will
wielding a soldering iron and
reading a circuit diagram to fit
the unit inside the rig case.
The other model is the Dialog Ranger Rigs
However, be warned that it
D J and this as the capacity to
does necessitate some tinkerremember up to 11 numbers of The address we gave last ing around inside the rig's in16digitseach and recall anddial month for Ranger portable nards and only the confident
them at the touch of a button. rigs has since been changed. should attempt such modificaThe two units connect directly The new address is Autumn tions. The Kaybleep should be
to the phone lines (which is a Products PO Box 30, Let- in the shops now for around
little dodgy at the moment but chworth, Herts. By the way, f 14.50. If you have any difficulDMM assure us they are seek- Autumn Products are now ty in obtaining either the
ing PO approval) and there is no able t o supply ready built Kaybleep or the Kayfilter then
need for any batteries or ex- Rangers in quantity, so if you write to the manufacturers at:
ternal connections. The Dialog just can't wait, this new Citizens' Band Rig Services, 23
DJ will be retailing for f36 and British CB rig is on sale righl Birkbeck Road, North Finchley,
the Dialog H for €44. Both units now l
London N 12 8DZ.
should be available from a number of well known outlets but i f
you don't want to go round
hunting for one the people to
talk to are DMM themselves
who live at Unit Ten, 10 Melo1
Road, London SE145QW. Rinc
for a demonstration on 01 70'
8178.

Search It Out
Ever get annoyed when someone you're trying to phone asks
you to hold on? That could all
change now with this new
phone from D M M Business
Machines Ltd. On the Dialog H
you can instruct the phone to
play a well known tune, though
we must admit that the one we
heard wasn't that well known
- in Charing Cross Road at
least. Anyway, Robin Conoway, the guvnor at DMM, assures us that a new selection of
tunes will be available soon.

Medium wave DXers might like
o know that a booklet listing
iundreds of European stations
ias been compiled. Not only
hat but 'Dial Search' contains
:ompass bearings from the
south Coast of England have
dso been included along with a
;hort list of VHF stations on the
lontinent.
The booklet is ~ r i c e d8 0 ~ .
3lus 20p postage and packing;
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AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
ell;!ja,l.

Cs RADIOS

Major CBs are simple to install and operate.
They come complete with microphone,
It is probable that once CB radios become legal, mounting bracketsl cable and instruction
there will not be enough sets to meet
manual.
the demand.
0 frequency coverage
That is why we are prepared to reserve you
27.60125 - 27.99125 MHz FM
a set now.
Major is already an established name and
PLL digital logic synthesizer circuitry
dynamic microphone with
its radios are probably continental Europe's
'A push-to-talk switch
most popular sets. They are manufactured
0 manufactured by Cybernet
by Cybernet, which ensures not only
0 built-in circuit protection
very high quality and reliability, but
4
to install and operate
also long term availability of parts
% 00easy
.four models to choose from
and accessories.
-
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Major Model 4000 Base Station
Features include: walnut
cabinet, volume with
ONIOFF switch, squelch
control, tone control, delta
tune, DWLOC switch,
phone jack, on-the-air light,
receive light, S/RF meter,
1
channel selector.
Only f 1 15.00

12

Major CB radios meet
all the Home Office
regulations relating
to CB radio.
They operate on
7 MU7 FM.
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\
.
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Milan SIM Show

A CB weekend is being organised by the Beach Breakers in
Funny place Italy, everywhere's Tyne 8 Wear. It's planned for
two hours and ten minutes or the weekend beginning Friday
100 miles from everywhere else. 30th April 1982 and ending on
That conclusion was arrived at Monday 3rd May. The weekend
after Citizens' Band magazine promises to be kept going by a
was invited over to see the number of special events inMilan SIM Consumer Elect- cluding fun and games. For
ronics Show, courtesy of CTE, details of booking etc contact
one of Italy's foremost manu- the Beach Breakers at 54
facturers of CB equipment and Kingsley Avenue, S o u t h
garden gnomes.
Shields, Tyne & Wear, enclosAt the SIM show CTE were ing an SAE, or telephone South
showing their very impressive Shields 567352.
range of CB goodies, from transceivers to antennas. Unfortu- The Halcyon Cheeta is reported
nately the SIM show itself was to be the first legal CB receiver
rather less orientated towards ever imported into the UK
CB than we had hoped but if though regular readers will
you were prepared to forage know we reported on the
around the half dozen or so Elftone FM monitor last month.
massive halls some interesting The technical director of
products were to be found.
Halcyon, Roy Grant, also anThe real purpose was, how- nounced plans for a wholly
ever, to look round some of the British CB transceiver that will
CTE factories in Italy. We were be available very soon, we hope
treated to some interesting to have details of that in the
sights, rangingfrom an antenna next few months.
manufacturing plant (which
inexplicably seemed to share OCT CONSUMER NOTICE
the same premises as an inject- Early models of Bremi BRS27
ion moulding plant turning out power supplies imported by
plastic garden gnomes and OCT, in common with other
Grecian urns). The electronic currently imported makes, were
assembly plants were partic- designed for the Continental
ularly impressive, with one market and therefore did not
factory turning out nothing but contain the internal protection
wickedly large burners and an- and three core flex required to
other involved in research and meet the British Standards.
development of CTE products,
OCT have accepted all the
ranging from cordless tele- recommendations of the BSI
phones to antennas. The CB (British Standards Institute)
dealers who accompanied us and all Bremi power supplies
on the trip were particularly now on sale are made to this
impressed with the back-up higher specification.
service offered by CTE which
OCT are the sole importers
included just about every spare of the 'British Market' Bremi
part for theveryextensive range power supply.
of CTE imported rigs. CTE have
Consumers should beware
certainly done their homework: of Bremi power supplies that
they offer an extensive range of meet the Continental specificabranded products, which are tion that may be available from
made to a very high quality.
other importers.
The trip itself was extremely
interesting, not least in opening
our eyes to Italian nightlife and The British CB Book
the drinking habits of CB At last! A genuine British CB
dealers, one of whom distin- book, devoted to British CB.
guished himself by being feat- It's called, not surprisingly The
ured in an Italian newspaper - British CB Book and it comes
a Knight on the tiles perhaps, from the pen of Peter Chippinnuff said?
dale. The book itself covers just
about every aspect of UK CB inRig doctors will be pleased to cluding the full specifications
note that Roger-D of Notting- for our FM system and some
ham now have a comprehen- very interesting history on the
sive stock of difficult-to-obtain fight for legalisation.
spare parts at very competitive
To get you ready for
prices. Roger-Dalso have a cir- egalisation Peter has included
cuit diagram library and an 'Odd some very comprehensive
Ball' service that promises to chapters on the new equipment
locate almost any item re- m d how to install it, what sidequired. Roger-D can be con- band and DXing CB mean and
tacted on 7 Thyra Court, Map- how to use it plus a couple of
perle y, Nottingham NG3 5G T.
good chapters on UK CB slang
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Citizens Band The FM
Nay - Book Review
3h no, not another UK CB
look? But yes, and it's a very
jood one too, even if it does
:ame from the hot and sticky
:ypewriter of our very o w n
<eith Townsend. Keith, for
:hose of you not in the know
ias been involved in UK CB
'rom almost the first day. Keith
7as variously been secretary,
:reasurer, n u i s a n c e a n d
general know-it-all as far as the
:lub scene and legalisation
:ampaign is concerned and
:odd justifiably claim t o be
m e of the country's leading
sxperts.
So much for the flannel,
l o w onto the book. Keith has
started from scratch, assumng no prior knowledge of CB
~ n two-way
d
radio. The book
gently deals with the technical
side of CB right up t o the
getting-your-hands-dirtynstalling-the-equipment-infourcar aspect. Just about
svery question you're ever
ikely t o ask will be answered in
this book in a clear and concise
manner. Keith has deliberately
svoided obvious padding with
'slanguage', codes, etc and
?as concentrated on the prac-

ticelities of CB. It may lack the
humour of some of the other
books on the market but it
deals w i t h its subject in a very
down-to-earth way. Even the
most technologically ignorant
of us should be able t o understand CB after reading this book.
Citizens' Band The FM
Way is published by 021
Publishers and will cost f 2.95
highly recommended for
both beginners and old hands
alike.

-
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Knight Time
Kniaht CB Soecialists. or the
~ u t & Loonies (some might
say) launched their new range
of Power Stik antennas at the
First National CB Show last
month. These rather interesting
looking devices are based on
the well tried 'chunky fibreglass
helical' principlethat we haveall
come to know and love. The
Power Stik is different, though
- the designers claim that this
type of antenna puts out and
receives even further, and make
no secret of the device's construction by sheating the rod in
transparent plastic sleeving.
Find Charles, Les and
Paul at 207 Dunstable Road,
Luton, Bedfordshire or ring
them on 0532 425722.

-

TruckstarL td have just released
details of the 'Official CB
Slanguage Language Dictionary' published in the new,
enlarged UK version. The book
contains over 250 pages of CB
slang, codes and town names.
The book is a completely revised version of an American book
written by Lanie Dennis and at
only f 1.95 is pretty good value
for money. The dictionary
should be in the shops about
now, or can be obtained direct
from Truckstar Ltd, Number
Ten, Marshalsea Road, London
SE7 7HL.

md city names. At the end of Office on 900 MHz CB, and the
he book there is a very in- results of the tests come as
.eresting chapter outlining the quite a surprise.
This is a very well written
ests carried out by the Home
book, lacking only the very
latest information that has been
published in the past few
weeks. The British CB Book
looks set to become a standard
reference for UK CB and the
thorough coverage of the law
and the legalisation campaign
makes interesting reading.
The b o o k s h o u l d be
available from most bookshops
about now price f2.95. Should
you have trouble obtaining a
copy you can write to Kona
Publications at 335 City Road,
London EC7V 7LJ.
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WE'VE D O N E K-IN!!
-26-515-26-955 MHz

PbP

Please state make & model of rig when ordering
Full Instructions*Easy to fit*1)"Sq. Board

COMBINE BOTH BOARDS FOR
AN EXTRA 80 CHANNELS!

201 DUNSTRBCE RORD,CUTON DEDS

I

Wrist Strap-On-Off-Volume Control
Telescopic Antenna.
Superheterodyne
receiver Push Button
t o talk or send*Morse
Code/Alarm SignalA w r o x f lmile ranee.

ALSO AVAILABLE

-

3-5 mile range models
PHONE FOR DETAILS

I TO: KNIGHT CB SPECIALISTS, 201 DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON, BEDS.

I!

Please send me the follow~ngItems:
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Everything You Need To Know
To Operate A CB Radio
Gateway Records GSLP 4500
On the reverse of t h ~ salbum sleeve
you get ~ n f o r m a t ~ oon
n SWR,
rnob~leantennas, base antennas,
TVI. CB glossary, 10 codes, and a
CB dlct~onary (you also get the
Arner~can channel n u m b e r ~ n g
svstem chart but 11IS of l~ttleuse)
Although an Amer~canImport,
this album IS w~dely avadable In
rnost CB shops A tllp through our
pages w ~ l l reveal several dealers
who stock t h ~ sd ~ s cour copy came
courtesy of Electra Market~ng
Although some parts of t h ~ s
record are 'Arner~canonly', I found
1 1 very ~nforrnat~veI t glves clear
insight Into Amer~can CB (don't
forget - they started 111, andwould
be helpful to newcomers and
exper~encedCBers al~ke
It's well worth a Ihsten Items
Include l n t r o d u c t ~ o n t o C B .
Courtesy on thealr, How best to be
heard Ten codes, Choos~nga
handle, Obta~n~ng
a rad~ocheck,
Emergency channel uses, Hav~ng
an eyeball, Smokeys - w ~ t hand
W I I ~ O L I ears,
~
also How to obtaln a
traff~c~t~melweather/bear
check
There are a number of CB
transmlsslons used whlch ~llustrate
all the polnts very well Bas~crules
and regular~ons are e x p l a ~ n e d
lnrelhqently In easy to understand
terms
All In all, desp~teb e ~ n gmade for
the Amercan market, t h ~ srecord IS
excellent value for money and
w o ~ ~ benef~t
ld
any CBer It could
even convert some 10 12's W e
done, we gone, bye bye
AS

Pablo Cruise
'Reflector'****
ILP AMLK 637261
At some tlme In our adolescent
years o f record collectlng, w e must
all have been g ~ l ~ lof
t y purchasmg
an album because of 11s artlstlc
presentallon
The latest album from the Pablo
Crulse Band IS enough to persuade
me to break open my economy see
p~ggybank and buy a copy - sure
enough the a l b u m sleeve I S
Impresswe, but so IS the muslc I
have always had great hopes for
t h ~ sband, ever slnce they recorded
Love W ~ lFlr~d
l
A Way' In 1978 and
'A Place In The Sun', their t h ~ r d
album, whlch I could only descrlbe
as a memorable affa~r
A malor part o f the band's success has been In North Amer~cabut
they have yet to fmd a convenient
slot in t h ~ scountry 'Reflector',
thelr s~xthalbum, w ~ t h11s tonal
sharpness has a l l t h e r i g h t
lngredlents to lust~fya well-earned
place In the B r l t ~ s h r e c o r d ~ n g
market
'Reflector'was produced by Tom
Dowd, whose track record lncludes
h ~ records
t
by Kenny Logglns. Er~c
Clapton, Rod Stewart and Aretha
Franklm It was reward~ngto hear In
the fmal product that the Band s t ~ l l
retamed thelr dlstlnct~vevocal and
gultar arrangements
The album IS a comp~lationof

on the tape player in your car when you
turn off the chicken box. In the coming
months Ice Pick will include reviews of the
latest In-car Entertainment equipment and
accessories.
s o m e expressive m ~ d - t e m p o rhythm~c
There 1s a notable I~ne-upof
ballads a r ~ dcontemporary rock
arrangements Of the 10 songs In renowned sesslon muslclans who
!his collection. 'Cool Love' I S the accompany Joan, such as Ray
s~ngle w h ~ c h 15 just outs~de the Cooper (percuss~on),whose work
Amer~cantop 10 If 11 recelves the wlth Elton John IS ~nlernatlonally
same air-play In t h ~ s country II known, Mel Coll~ns (sax), also
should do equally as well
members of establ~shedbandssuch
SR as Andy Partr~dgelgu~tar- XTC)
RICO Rodr~quez (horns - the
Freewheellin, Rap c,w Wedding Specials), and Gary Sand f o r d
( g u ~ t a r - formerly of the Joe
Rap ****
Jackson Band). Sly Dunbar also
Barnsley Bill
puts ln an appearance on drums.
Mother.in-Law Records. NagZ.
The record~ngquallty IS excellent
Caut~ously. I dropped stylus to and the staccato effect of the
v ~ n y l I dldn't know qulte what to percussron sectlon p r o v ~ d e sa
expect
T h e p r e s s r e l e a s e defrn~teattack to enhance Joan's
mentioned silly names, drmkmg vocal style
and soul muslc The photograph
SR
revealed a younq Stan Oqden,
complete with flatcap and colhery
engine. Could this be Barnsley BIII? CB For Beginners
Could this be a whole new concept Mindpower Record Co
In music? Could I pay thls week's Cassette Dl09
£3.50 inc p&p
rent? Next paragraph please.
Thank you. It's a mixture, nay, a 'After hear~ngthls tape, a person
blend of soul, funk and Albert w ~ t hn o knowledge of the subject
Tatlock. It'svery funny, very clever should be able to make a Break w ~ t h
and would h e n any party. Barnsley conf~dence'quotes the Info supfunk strikes - Debbie Harry, eat phed Read on
The cassette
your heart out. Helooks andsounds beglns w ~ t hselected records of
like the sort of-lovable fool one 'typ~cal'breaker chat Confusing at
meets at the Help the Aged f~rst, but by the tlme a rubbermounta~neering outings. A s a bander has llstened once or twlce
token gesture he ends u p going to all IS revealed Sublects covered
sleep as his 3 mlns 35 seconds tick Include A brief h~storyof CB, Do's
round. A good tongue-in-cheek CB don'ts and legal~rlesof CB, Popular
slngle that deserves more than II code words expla~ned(also reasons
will get.
why the language was developed
And on the f l ~ pflop. . Wedd~ng and how), and use o f handles and
Rap. Barnsley'sanswer to lnsomnla code names ( w ~ t hsome dublous
raps h ~ sway through weddings, examples p r o v ~ d e d ) A n o t h e r
dr~nking,wedd~ngs,suppln', and sectlon IS set as~de for h o w a
Lady DI ha~rcurs If you can't beat transclever works, use of the
h ~ m mine's
,
a Southern Comfort.
correct antennas and h o w not to
AS lose your rlg to a tea leaf
Also Included are the usual terms
used for general motoring, worklng
!oan Arrnatrading
a rlg bas~cfault-f~nd~ng,
how lo
Walk Under Ladders'*****
break onto a channel, use of
C A M 64876 (AMLH 64876)
channel 9 and emergency
Where do you start to pralse the procedure CB conversations are
vlrtuoso talents of a young lady used, but ~nmoderat~on
who has never taken a gultar lesson
I am told that the pukka tape has
but s~mplyrel~esupon her creatlve a nlce Inset card w ~ t h10 code.
lnstlncts to g u ~ d eher In attalnlng a p h o n e t i c a l p h a b e t a n d o t h e r
unlque melod~c,lyr~calcontent that goodies but our tape a r r ~ v e d
defles most mus~calconvent~ons? w ~ t h o u t ( b e a r ~ n gthe legendary
The album IS produced by Steve words - trade sample, not for
Ldlywh~te(Peter Gabr~el,Ultravox, sale) So as far as I am concerned
XTC, etcl T h ~ scouldn't be more 11's only a rumour
apparent than on the openlng track
A
good
CB
cassette,
('I'm lucky') w h ~ c hIncludes a comprehens~velyput together and
chromarlc synthes~serarrangement Brlrlsh to boot (but don't - 11m ~ g h t
- a masterpiece on 11sown Also break) Belng on cassette~t'shandy
worthy of a mentlon are cuts hke to keep In your car to refresh those
'No Love' (a saxophone solo parts other tapes don't qulte reach
featured on t h ~ strack IS dehcately
It IS avadable from Mmdpower
executed), and 'Weakness In Me'. Record Company. 3Cannons F~eld,
a track on whlch I felt the bass drum Welwyn, Herts AL6 OQB
syncopation could have been more
AS
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- Kenny Seratt - looks l ~ k e
Charles Bronson w ~ t hsome of the
cracks Polyl~lla'd Mean look~ng
dude, y'all
Kenny made h ~ sname over the
years in Cahfornla, then throughout
Texas, Oklahoma, Louis~ana and
Arkansas where he was attractlnq
crowds of up to 3,000 at a tlme Or1
thls album he IS aided and abetted
by some very f ~ n emuslclans
W ~ l l ~ Ra~nsford
e
on plano. Fred
Newall on lead gultar, and Lee
Jackson on drums to name but
three, not to mentlon the man h ~ m
self on acoustlc gultar, so I won't
Naturally enough the songs have
all got a strong truckln' theme Slde
1 starts off w ~ t h'Rld~n'the Big 'A'
l a stormer w ~ t h
whlch IS a b ~ of
some neat picklng by Fred Newall
Queen of Ihe Road' tells of a lady
who spends all of her tlme h ~ t c h ~ n q
r~desIn rlgs, followed closely by 'It
Am't N o Good to Love a Truck
Drlvm' Man', whlch seems to sup
port the prevlous song's sent1
ments 'D~eselDevd' IS the one w ~ t h
the red tall, red body stocklng and
chrome-plated p ~ t c h f o r kw h o
makes you d~sregardthe laws and
lay-bys 'I'm Truckln' M y Way to
Glory' IS a welcome ~ n c l u s ~ o n
Splrltual Country and Wesrern that
swlngs hke a pendulum do 'Jody's
h wet
on the Run' closes S ~ d e1 w ~ t a
eye and a runny nose
S ~ d e2 opens w ~ t hour hero
w e ~ g h ~ nup
g the pros and cons of
havmg a truck and a woman In 'I've
Got a Truck' Next up I S ' N OLonger
Mlne', w ~ t hmore sn~fflesand sobs
- 'SIXDays
Track three ~ s class~c
a
on the Road' and IS executed wlth
customary fla~rand parlache Steel
and pedal steel gultars courtesy of
Jim Baker a n d Gene O'Neal
respecl~vely Merle Haggard (to
whom Kenny owes a great deal)
wrote the next track - ' W h ~ t eL ~ n e
Fever' - another class~ctruckln'
song The closlng track on t h ~ s
album IS 'Snow Mountam' Thls
remlnds us that the glamorous lhfe
on the road 1s not all the fun 11's
cracked u p t o be The lousy
weather, long hours, schedules to
keep, sleep~ngrough and the rest of
11 dodn't always add up to a good
tlme
In my 'umble oplnlon, t h ~ sIS
some of the best Country muslc
ever to have graced my earholes
Thls man has l~vedand
breathed the
road and 11 shows HIS volce has
more grlt than my ne~ghbour's
b u d g ~ e Thls one I recommend
strongly
AS
-

Star Guide
Very poor
' Poor
' ' ' Average
Above average
Excellent
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HOME OFFICE
On 2nd November 1981
Citizens' Band radio will
be introduced into the
UK. For the first time in
this country the British
public will have the
opportunity to indulge in
a unique form of free
speech breaking the total
Post Office monopoly on
communications. The
introduction of CB
follows an intensive
three-year campaign.
Citizens' Band magazine
has been a part of that
campaign, and we are
enthusiastic over the new
FM system about to be
introduced. Now the long
months of doubtful
rumours, misleading
information and
uninformed opinion are
over. Whether or not this
new service will succeed
depends upon how well
we use the system - we
have the chance to make
it work, and prove the
pessimists wrong. so.
let's give it a try.

irst, an apology. Regular
readers may have noticed that
this issue of Citizens' Band is a
mite late-no guesses as to the
reason. Second, as you picked
up this copy of your favourite
CB mag you may have noticed a small
blue form drop to the floor. Pick it up
and keep it safe, we'll come t o its purpose in a minute.
Righty-ho, now down to business.
All the bally-hoo should have died
down by now and you should be aware
that on 2nd November 19 8 1 Citizens'
Band radio will be officially sanctioned
in the UK. The system will be that
already outlined in the t w o specification documents M P T 1 3 2 0 and
MPTl321. You should know thescore
by now, but in case you've been living
in a cave for the past year or so, we will
have a two-tier service operating on
twoentirely different frequencies. The
main frequency will be on the 27 MHz
band, between 27.6 and 28 MHz. The

F

service will use FM (frequency modulation) and have a maximum output
power of 4 watts RF ( 2 watts PEP out
of a HO approved antenna). The antenna in question will consist of a single
element rod or wire antenna not more
than 1.5metres long with a loading coil
on the base.
This is NOT the same system as
that being used illegally in the UK at the
moment. Though some may doubt it,
the new UK CB system is actually
superior both technically, and in practice. Don't take our word for it, you'll
have plenty of opportunity t o try it out
in the coming weeks.
The second system uses a much
higher frequency - 9 3 4 MHz. In short,
the higher frequency system will not
appeal to the majority of CB users as
the equipment will be fairly expensive.
It does, however, have great potential
for business communications. We'll be
dealing with 9 3 4 MHz in greater depth
in the coming months, though at the
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moment lack of equipment (we only
know of two or three manufacturers
see this month's Update) will mean
that it will be of limited interest, for the
time being anyway.
So back to UKCB. The blue document mentioned previously is a genuine Home Office Citizens' Band
Radio Licence Application Form. We
have arranged, in co-operationwith the
Home Office, to distribute the licence
forms in this way - cunning, eh?
Anyway, the licence forms will also be
available from Post Offices, free of
charge, so don't worry if someone has
nicked yours. Right, what you have t o
do is fill in the form and take it t o your
localPost Office. You pay them f 1 0 (or
more if you wish t o use more than three
rigs - f 1 0 for every additional three),
the counter clerk stamps and initials
your form and you're licencedl It
couldn't be easier.
The next bit is where it gets interesting - getting on the air. This is
where we come in again. This month
we have included a Rig Checklist,
detailing all the rigs that will be on the
market from November 2nd. Well. actually that's not quite true, at the tims1
of going to press we know of at leas1
another two dozen or so rigs but spacs
was a bit tight and details were a little
scarce, so look out for an even larger
Checklist next month.
Qver the next couple of pages
you'll find the CB operating Codes of
Practice read them, there's nothing
in there that you shouldn't know
already and they're designed to help.
Follow the simple rules and UK CB will
work OK1
Now we come to the tricky subject
of yobbos. It's a shame really but there
will be a small but vociferous minority
of wallies that will try todisrupt FM CB.
It's inevitable. These people need help.
If you want CB to work then do
somethingabout any mindless yobs using foul language, playing music or
mucking about. Find out who they are
- they'll be easy to track down in a
couple of mobiles. When you find them
try and impress upon them that they're
not wanted on CB. No, I'm not advocating violence, just simple persuasion and if these people continue to
abuse CB find out their names and addresses and we'll publish them in a
W8//y Of The Month column, which
should soon stop 'em.
Now, Icould continue t o waffle on
about the campaign for legalisation,
the continuing battle for AM CB and
how CB can save lives, make friends,
help the housebound and lonely, save
small businesses money, aid mountain
climbers and hikers and generally make
life a little more pleasant, but I won't.
Instead I'll just say a very personal
thank you to the many people who
have worked so hard over the past few
years to get a legalised CB system. It's
not perfect but it works: AM was, and
is, outmoded: we have a unique opportunity to create a first-class radio service. Beginning next month we'll have
features on installation, consumer advice on what to buy and where t o buy
it, plus technical features and what's

more it'll be our first birthday, so we're
celebrating by giving away hundredsof
pounds worth of rigs in a free-to-enter
competition. As usual, Citizens' Band
will continue t o be the country's
leading CB publication and with CB

-
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about t o be legalised it'll be the mag t o
read for UK CB. Until next month, enjoy
CB, use it properly and once again,
thanks and well done t o all who were
involved in the campaign.

CITIZENS* BAND RADIO LICENCE APPLICATION
".I U".IB>III.OMI.
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Ih. elplry da. and IN to b. m m . d by lh*
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CB OPERATING CODES, I
I
I
PRACTICE
I
LIDPROCEDURES 1
THE CB CODE OF PRACTICE
READ YOUR LICENCE - It tells you what you can and cannot do. The
conditions have deliberately been made simple with few restrictions. It is up t o
you to develop this service as you wish for the benefit of all. This means
having consideration for one another and recognising that no-one has
preferential rights at any time or place or on any channel. NATCOLCIBAR, the
Parliamentary CB Working Party, and representatives of industry have, in
consultation with the Home Office, prepared this simple code of practice. If
you work t o it you will help the system to help you.
HOW TO OPERATE
1. LISTEN BEFORE YOU TRANSMIT. Listen with the squelch control turned
fully down (and Tone Squelch turned off if you have Selective Call facilities) for
several seconds, t o ensure you will not be transmitting on top of an existing
conversation.
2. KEEP CONVERSATIONS SHORT when the channels are busy, so that
everyone has a fair share.
3. KEEP EACH TRANSMISSION SHORT and listen often for a reply - or you
may find that the station you were talking t o has moved out of range or that
reception has changed for other reasons.
4. ALWAYS LEAVE A SHORT PAUSE BEFORE REPLYING so that other
stations may join the conversation.
5. CB SLANG ISN'T NECESSARY - plain language is just as effective.
6 . BE PATIENT WITH NEWCOMERS AND HELP THEM.
EMERGENCIES AND ASSISTANCE

7 . AT ALL TIMES AND ON ALL CHANNELS GIVE PRIORITY TO CALLS FOR
HELP.

8. LEAVE CHANNEL 9 CLEAR FOR EMERGENCIES. If you have t o use it, (for
instance to contact a volunteer monitor service) get clear of it as soon as you
can.
9. IF THERE IS NO ANSWER ON CHANNEL 9, then call for help on either
channel 14 or 1 9 where you are likely t o get an answer.
10. IF YOU HEAR A CALL FOR HELP, WAIT. If no regular volunteer monitor
answers, then offer help if you can.
11. THERE IS NO OFFICIAL ORGANISATION FOR MONITORING CB AND NO
GUARANTEE THAT YOU WILL ALWAYS BE IN REACH OF A VOLUNTEER
MONITOR.
CB IS NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE 9 9 9 SERVICE.
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Now, that you've decided to get on the air, what do you say? We
have the 'official' suggestions right here with the long-awaited CB f
Operating CodesOf Practice. produced in co-operation with the #I
Home Office and NATCOLCIBAR. It's common sense really.
1

CHOICE OF CHANNEL

12. RESPECT THE FOLLOWING CONVENTIONS:
Only for emergencies and assistance.
Channel 9:
Channel 14: The calling channel. Once you have established a
contact, move to another channel to hold your
conversation.
Channel 19: For conversations among travellers on main roads.
(Remember, if you are travelling in the same direction as
the station you are talking to, not to hog this channel for
a long conversation). Give priority t o the use of this
channel by long distance drivers to whom it can be an
important part of their way of life.
You may find that particular groups in particular areas
Other:
also have other preferred channels for particular
purposes.
SAFETY
13. USE COMMONSENSE WHEN USING CB and do not transmit when it
could be risky t o do so. For example, don't transmit:
a. when fuel or any other explosive substance is in the open - e.g. at
filling stations, when petrol or gas tankers are loading or unloading,
on oil rigs, or at quarries.
b. when holding a microphone may interfere with your ability t o drive
safely.
c. with the antenna less than 6 inches from your face.
INTERFERENCE
14. INTERFERENCE can be caused by any form of radio transmission.
Avoid the risks. Put your antenna as far away as possible from
others, and remember that you are not allowed t o use power
amplifiers. In the unlikely event that your CB causes interference,
co-operate in seeking a cure using the suggestions from a good CB
handbook. Moving the set or antenna a few feet may cure the problem.

Rig

Review

This month w e preview
three new rigs from
Tandy. The TRC 1001
shown here is a
development of one of
the world's most
popular 40 channel
hand-held rigs. How
will it fare in the UK F M
market?

andy are big, very big - with
something like 8,000 retail
outlets throughout the world
they are the world's largest
electronic retailer. Their formidable manufacturing abilities
coupled with their numerous factories
will almost certainly make them the force
to be reckoned with in UK CB.
Tandy, or to give them their proper
name, Radio Shack Corporation, are
possibly the world's leading supplier of
CB rigs, feeding the vast North American
markets. It will therefore come as no surprise to learn that their assault on the UK
market will be no less devastating.
We have managed to obtain,
through the kind assistanceof Tandy HQ,
the very first pre-production prototypes
of three of the range of new UK FM CB
rigs to be sold in Tandy shops. As you can
see from the pictures, the two mobile
units are good solid, if rather gaudy, rigs
that will hardly set the world alight but, if
Tandy can maintain their impressive
quality control record, will soon earn
themselves a reputation for good reliable
operation. The rig we're really enthusiastic about is the TRC 1001 handheld portable, which sharp-eyed readers
may recognise as the UK version of the
TRC209 FCC rig, in different clothes. This
rig is probably one of the most popular
portable units ever made, and such is its
reputation that we have seen 209s selling
for up to three times their US price (about
f60).The TRC 1001 is simply a development of the 209, with re-programmed
synthesiser and re-designed antenna
(which is a shame) and the appropriate
changes from AM to FM.
The 1001 is a fully synthesised, 40
channel, full specification UK FM CB rig
with numerous interesting features.
First, the 1001 has a full range of input and output sockets, including antenna, mike, power, ex speaker and DC
charger. Put another way, the 1001 can
be used in literally any situation - from
simple hand-held portable to full system
mobile to static base operation, just by
plugging in the appropriate selection of

I
,-

antennas, mikes, speakers and power
connections.
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Second, the RF output of the rig is
switchable between 3.5watts RF and (via
a 10dB attenuator) 0.3 watts as decreed
by the HO specs.
Third, the rig can be powered by
rechargeable batteries - a must for continual portable use - 10 nicads can be
supplied as an optional extra and for the
less well off 8 A A alkaline cells will keep
it fed.
Fourth, the rig has a full set of controls and displays: a two digit LED display
shows the channel in use, which
automatically cuts out after a few
seconds to save power. There is a neat
volume and squelch control and the PTT
bar features a display illuminate button so
you can double check you're on the right
channel. The edgewise meter on the top
of the rig shows battery condition and
relative output power - very neat. Internally the circuitrv has been extensivelv redesigned and
is now made for
the latest ceramic filters, making the
selectivity and sensitivity of this rig ideal
for hand-held work.
The only gripe with the 1001 is the
antenna. The TRC 209 had a superbly
long centre-loaded telescopic which unfortunately does not conform to HO
spec. It's not Tandy's fault really, it's just
a shame to see that this antenna wasn't
used on the UK version - the price of
legality!
One unique feature of the 1001 is the
range-boostside panelswhich couple the
user to the rig thus forming a sort of
ground plane antenna, with the user as
part of the antenna. All in all the 1001 is
likely to dominate the multi-channel
hand-held market for some time. Comparable rigs from Sommerkamp and
Midland are a way off and as yet there is
no news of any other manufacturer into
the 40 channel portable market.
Although how long it will remain this way
is anybody's guess.

r

Model
SupplierIDistributor

Realistic TRC 1001
Tandy Corporation (UK)

1 Typical Price
1 Features
I
PA Facility

f60-80
Yes

PA lndicator Light
S/RF Meter

Hi/Lo Power Switch

I

Yes

No

LED Channel Readout

0°

Facilities

The two mobile rigs in the Tandy
range do deserve a mention. The bottom
and middle of the market is covered by
the TRC 2000. The rig is fairly uninspiring
as far as features and design go, which is
a definite throwback to some early
American designs. However, as
previously stated, while the cosmetics
may be dated, the undoubted Tandy
quality will never goout of style. The2001
featuresa full rangeof controls, including
RF and mike gain plus hitlo switch for a
10 dB attenuator. The rather unusual
centre channel selector switch is
something of a departure and may find
favour among those people who gripe
about the usual positioning of these controls. Tandy had better get their mike
sockets re-sited too for the UK market.

No
ANLINB Switch
CH9 Switch
Variable RF Gain
Mike Gain
Delta Tune
Tone Control

External Speaker Jack
TX lndicator Light
RX lndicator Light

Mid-range Mobiles

Superb

Good

Fair

Poor

Ease Of Controls
Built In Speaker
Microphone Location
Cabinet Construction
Quality Of Control Switches
Channel lndicator Readibility
Mounting Bracket
Hand

I Specifications

I

RF Output Power
Freauencv Stability

Modes Of Operation
No. Of Channels

I

Dimensions
Supply Voltage

Sensitivity (RX)
Image Rejection

B
:
Range
Clarity of TX
Clarity of RX

L
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VERDICT!

General Performanc

W e rate our samples on a scale of one t o five. Five stars is
the highest rating, three and four stars are good t o average
and one and t w o stars mean it's not doing so well.

A

The last rig in the current range is the
2001 mobile. This rig is frontally very
small, but is a little on the long side. It is
ideal for awkward installations, especially
in cars from the Far East and especially in
thosewhich havestoragespace only for a
packet of cigarettes, let alone a sizeable
CB rig. Features on the 2001 are fairly
sparse: switchable attenuator and
CBIPA switch, it will work on either
polaritv (ie positive or negative earth)

. . . . . . . . . .

will, for obvious reasons, include ma&
more items than we could hope to sho#
in such a limited space. The Realistic/.
Archer name will be appearing on
numerous accessories and antennas (sea
this month's Antenna Review) plus 01
course additional rigs like base stations
and single and two channel walkietalkies.
A couple of months ago many CB
pundits predicted that the hand-held
market would not develop for at least a
year after legislation, Tandy, and a
of
companies,
havechanged all that. The Tandy rigs will cost up to
10% more than similar rigs but you gets
what you pays for. Tandy have a reputationto liveup to, and we think that they
. won't
. . . . . . .be
. . . disappointing
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . anyone
. . . . . . . .. . . .the
. . . . . .
TRC 1001 will be our first choice for a
good hand-held rig . . . unless anyone
knows of something better!
I

.
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..............................................
.~,.,.,.,.,.,.~~~*.~.~.~,~.~~~
...............................................................................
............................................
...........................................................................................
...........................................................................................
...........................................................................................
...........................................................................................
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SHERS LTD
59012 BRISTOL ROAD,
SELLY OAK,
BIRMINGHAM
B29 6BQ. 021-472-6448.

OUT SOON!
PLACE YOUR
ORDER NOW!!
AVAILABLE AT ALL GOOD CB
RETAIL OUTLETS
R.R.P. E2.95
CONTACT ABOVE FOR TRADE
ENQUIRIES
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Now for the next big date in the
CBMARCH'
calendar.
..
19-21 1982 - ROYAL HORTICULTRAL HALLS LONDON

Britain's Leading CB Monthly

PRESENTSTHE

1 ~ National
~ 2 - Citizens'
Band-Show!
TRADEIPRESS PREVIEW
MANUFACTURERS
IMPORTERS
- RETAIL ACCESSORIES - PUBLICATIONS

-

WHOLESALE

~~~l~l~l~l1111111

Advance details, floor plans and booking
forms are now available. There are some very
special terms for 'early bird' company's who
reserve their stands - quickly! This is your
chance to display, demonstrate and Sell your
products to the national CB audience both
trade and public.

FULL DETAILS PHONE OR SEND COUPON
TO: ROY PERRYMENT Citizens Band
01-437-1002
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Return to: Roy Perryment
Advertisement Managar
Citizens Band Magazine, 146 Charing Cross Rd, London
WCZH OEE. Please send a11 available show information to:

Our products are:

........................................

This month we look at
the long - awaited PLL
synthesiser chip that
had to be designed for
the UK FM CB market.
Don't worry too much
about the technicalities,
take it from us, they
work, and what's more
they offer a number of
new features.

o w the story can be
told,the heart of must new
multi-channel CB rigs
destined for the UK market
will be a component called
the LC7136. That rather
uninspiring title belongs to a semiconductor integrated circuit or chip called a
Phase LockedLoop (PLL)synthesiser, a
component so important and so unique
to our FM system that some pundits
predicted it would not appear this side
of Christmas.
The LC7136 is manufactured in
the Far East by the erstwhile Sanyo
Corporation, who are already one of
the largest manufacturers of PLL chips
for other CB markets. Between Sanyo
and Toshiba they make just about all
the chips for CB worldwide. For the
technically minded we have included
some brief specifications.

Sanyo LC7 136 40 channel
CB transceiver PLL
Frequency Synthesiser.
Features:
0 High speed programmable divider to
enable to divide 16MHz VCOfrequency
directly.
0 Only one crystal required.
0 Digital out-of-lock output to inhibit
transmission when PLL is unlocked.
0 lnstanbneous call capability on
channel 9 and 19.
0 Built in amplifiers for crystal
oscillator and active low pass filters.
0 BCD input for channel selection.
0 20 pin configuration.
Confused? Well not to worry 'cos
unless you're into CB manufacture
most of that needn't concern you.
However, one or two points may have
caught your eye. The first is the provision for calling channels 9 and 19

directly. Put another way, a simple
three position switch on the rig will
enable you to select channels 9 and 19
without having to twiddle the channel
selector knob. It's also conceivable
that an auto-scan system may be fitted
to some rigs which will monitor channels 9 and 19, looking for transmission. For instance, the rig could be programmed to listen out for emergency
calls on channel 9, so if a copy breaks
through whilst you're on channel 14,
say, the rig would automatically switch
to channel 9 to receive the call. Sounds
like a great idea for emergency monitoring teams.
The second things worth noting is
the provision for single crystal operation. In simple terms this means two
things; first, the rigs will require less
components, and second, fewer components mean higher reliability - less
to go wrong.
Now forthe really high-browstuff.
If you've ever wondered what goes on
inside a PLL synthesiser you're in the
right place, because figure 1. is a block
diagram of the LC7 136, and figures 2
and 3 show how the chip is connected
up to the outside world. There's no
way we could ever describe what's going on inside a PLL without writing a
200-page book on the subject, but we
hope this short piece will clear up a little
of the mystery surrounding PLLs for the
UK market and hopefully demonstrate
once and for all that they do actually exist.

.

* * -
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MHz CRYSTAL

REFERENCE
OlVlDER

UNLOCK SIGNAL DEFECTION
& EXPANSION CIRCUIT

I

P INC

PHASE DETECTOR &
CHARGE PUMP

~

P OUT
D

TIR

TEST
VDO
VSS

,7b7
CHANNEL INDICATOR

Just look at these features 40 channel LED
for transmission and

I

MODEL CBX 2000
FM circuitry lQtransistor3 IC 23diode2FETl
crystal PLL synthesizer * 40 channeILED*

P

modulation limiter) Absolute maximum legal
power output PLL synthesizer Dualconversion
super-Heterodyne system with RF stage.
CONTROLS - volume on/off - sauelch
LED 40 channel ielectoi- RF g a i " ~ ~ / ~ ~
sw~tch- Monitor off - lllum~natedS-RF
meter - TX and RX - Indicators 4 pin mike
jack - ext spkr jack - PA speaker jack
complete with microphonehanger instal-

*
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U IUU!!

rith the 1980's, all our
ascias are finished in

Equipment
Review

Following last month's
look at hand-held and
cordless microphones,
Andy R. Giles has been
examining a few of the
base station mikes that
are currently available.

ast month Iposed the question,
'why buy another microphone
when your rig was supplied
complete with a matching
-one?' Part of the answer then
l w a s that it's nice to have a
microphonethat you don't haveto hold
when you're driving and the same applies, although to a lesserextent, when
you're using a base station. If you keep
a log book, it's nice to be able to sink
back into your armchair and ramble on
without having a tightly stretched
cable between you and the rig.
Base station microphones, as their
name suggests, are designed to be used with base stations and the reason
that they are a totally different shape to
B fist microphone is k a w m you are
not supposed to hold themin your fist.
They all have flat ksw lothat they will
stand on your bench snd they all have
lockable PTT mechanisms 60 that you
don't have to hold On to them while
you're talking. !%)me achieve this by
having a split PTT bw, one half of
which stays down only as long as
you're holding it and only releases
when it is pressed again. Some have

I

--

I
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MAKE
AOI

separate levers to lock the PTT anc
some have bars that can be slid
sideways to hold them down but the
end result is alwaysthe same - hands.
free operation while you're speaking.
Another of the advantagesof bass
station microphones is that they nearly
all have built-in preamplifiers. Thia
allows you to speak from further away
and that means that instead ol
crouching over the microphone ysu
can sit back in your chair and, Ifthegain
u
control has been properly set, y ~ will
sound quite normal, even if you are
speaking from several feet away. It is
important net to wind the gain up too
high as this could lead to overmodulatbn and the resultant splatter
w u l d lead no all sorts of nasty things
such 8sWaeding and TVI.
Another disadvantage of wlnding
the wick up too high is that the miorophone will pick up all the other sounds
in the room and broadcast them.
There are dozens of different
microphones available and I've look&
at what Ihope is a representativesample in the € 2 0 4 1 0 0 price range.

MODEL
UD-114

SUPPLIER
2

PRICE

f 22.50

This unusually shaped desk microphone contains a dynamic
microphone capsule with a built-in preamplifier powered by
an internal Eveready 216 9 volt battery. The output impedance is switchable (50kohmor 6OOohm) which makesit
suitable for a larger selection of rigs although the 6 foot coiled microphone lead has only 4 cores (3 inners and a screen),
which may in some circumstances meanthat it can't be used
with some makes of rig. If you buy one of these microphones, check with your supplier to make sure that it will
work with your rig. There is another switch underneath that
allows it to work with either electronic or relay switching.
Not bad value, considering its price.
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MAKE
MODEL
- -1PPLIEF.
PRIC

AOI

UD-113

4

-

f25

This is a small desk microphone that has an external slider to
control the gain of the internal preamplifier. The label on the
front says that it also has Autometic Level Control but we
couldn't find out what they meant as there was not enough
timeto run it through the lab and the supplier has no literature
on this particular model. The label also calls it uni-directional.
We found it to be anything but when we tried it, and at about
this stage we lost interest. We've only included it so that you
can see what a not very interesting microphone looks like.

t

C

r

MAKE
Turner

MOwLL

MAKE
Handic

MODEL

SUPPLIER

PRICE

80

4

f 28.25

+ 38

JJPPLIER

PRICE

4

f32.95

This desk-top microphone is quite small - approximately
half the size of the Expander 500 - but it weighs almost as
much, perhaps because it seems t o be made of cast iron. The
case is matt black with a hammer-finish surface that is
definitely metallic and which is very pleasant t o touch. It has
a built-in preamp which can be adjusted with the external
rotary control and which is powered by an internal Eveready
2 169 volt battery. The coiled leads has 6cores (5innersanda
screen) and so i t should be suitable for connection to most
makes of rig.
It may only cost just over f 30,but it still has the Turner
quality about it and certainly represents good value for
money.

MAKE
Turner

MODEL
Expander

SUPPLIER

PRICE

2

f49.50

500
This is one of the best known base station microphones, it's
been used by hams and CBers for quite a while and it has performed consistently well. It's quite large (5%" x 8%" x
9 Ya " ) and it has a good solid feel to it, perhaps because it
weighs 1 %lb. The front panel contains the volume and tone
sliders that control the internal compression preamplifier. It
has a frequency response of 200-4.000Hz and is powered
by an Eveready 2 1 6 9 volt battery. The meter on the front
displays either the audio level or, at the touch of the appropriate button, the condition of the battery.
The black and satin chrome case is made of hiah i m ~ a c t
Butadiene Styrene, a plastic that is apparently rcharksbly
resilient.
The 6 core (5inner and a screen) lead measures 1 '/a feet
when coiled and 6 % feet when extended, and as the microphone can handle both relay and electronic switching you
should be able to connect it to almost any make of rig.
If you're looking for a base station microphone and you
can afford to spend nearly f 50 on one, I don't think that
you'll do much better than the Expander 500.

Although the case is a totally different shape this small desktop microphone seems to made out of the same material as
the Turner 38,ie it feels like cast iron. In fact, not onlyu
does the case not look like the Turner, it doesn't look like any
other microphone that I've ever seen. The shape, despite being rather stark, is attractive and it is extremely comfortable
t o hold. The slider on the front of the stem controls the internal preamplifier which is powered by an Eveready 21 6 9 volt
battery. The meter on the front of the case indicates the
audio level. The coiled 6 core ( 5 inners and a screen) that
comes with it should mean that it is suitable for most rigs.
I was very impressed with this little microphone and
although it may look a little weird, it seems to be well worth
the money.
b

+

MODEL
CB-8 10

SUPPLIER
4

PRICE
f28.25

The unusually shaped stem of this tiny desk microphone
contains an electret capsule that feeds into the internal
preamplifier. This is powered by a single 1 H V AA size cell
that fits into the base. The lead seems to be far longer than
usual because it is straight and not coiled like most of the
others. As it has only 4 cores 13 inners and a screen), it may
not be suitable for all makes of rig and if it appeals to you, you
should check with your supplier before you buy it just to
make sure that it will fit your rig.

MAKE
Ham-Master

MODEL
4200

SUPPLIER
4

PRICE

f 24.95

The die-cast metal case of this microphone contains a compression amplifier that can be adjusted by means of the
rotary volume control on the front of the case. The power is
supplied by an internal Eveready 2 16 9 volt battery, the frequency response is 200-5,000 Hz and the output irnpedance is approximately 4.5kohm. Thecoiled lead hasonly 4
only 4 cores ( 3 inners and a screen) and so you should also
check with your dealer before you buy this one, just in case it
won't fit your rig.
Compared to some ot the txgger base station microphones such as the Turner Expander 500 this one appears
quite small, but it works well and it is certainly worth f 2 5.

MAKE
Leson

MODEL
DT-25 1

SUPPLIER
2

PRICE
f38.50

This is a quite large base station microphonethat has a builtin compression amplifier with a frequency response of 3005,000 Hz. The power comes from an internal Eveready 2 16
9 volt battery or from an external 9 volt DC supply because
there is an external power supply socket on the back of the
rugged die-cast metal case. On the front of the case two
sliders control the tone and volume of the microphone. The
meter on the front of the case normally displays the audio
level but can be used to show the condition of the battery.
The head contains a dynamic microphone capsule and
the output impedance is approximately 5kR. The 6 feet of
coiled lead contains 6 cores (5 inners and a screen) and so it
should be suitable for most rigs.
This is a very wide and bulky microphone but it is well
laid out and it has a comfortable feel to it. Ifound it very easy
to use and I have received consistently good audio reports
from it.

Shure
If you've ever bought a new cartridge for a hi-fi record deck
or if you've ever played with a microphoneinside a television
or recording studio, you will have seen the name Shure - a
name that has been synonymous with quality for many
years. Anyone who works with microphones will recognise

MAKE
Shure

MODEL
526T

SUPPLIER
1

PRICE
f44.16

This is a dynamic microphone that has a built-in preamplifier
with a tailored frequency response and the expected Shure
audio quality. It's powered by an Eveready 2 16 9 volt battery and as the current drain is so small, it should last about a
year with normal use. The Armo-Dur (plastic)case is claimed
to be immune to oil, grease, fumes, salt spray, sun, rust and
corrosion and it has a 'million cycle' leaf type PTT bar.
This microphone can be used to replace ceramic or
dynamic, high or low impedancemicrophonesand as it has a
6 core (5 inners and a screen) lead combined with a triple
pole double throw switch, it should be possible to connect it
to almost any rig with an input impedance of more than
500R. A booklet that lists a selection of the most popular
rigs and shows the wiring connections for the microphoneis
included in the price.
This microphone has been made to a very high standard
and performs consistently well.

the name instantly but even they may not know that Shure
also make communications microphones for both mobile
and base station use. Needless to say, they are the same
high quality as their studio mikes and Iwas impressedby the
two that I looked at.-

1

MAKE
Shure

MODEL
444D

SUPPLIER
1

PRICE

f 36.57

This is the model that is probably of most interest to the CBer
who is interested in chasing the DX. It's a dual im~edance
base station microphone G t h a magnetic cartridge and a
built-in preamplifier, and has had its frequency response
tailored for maximum speech intelligibility under difficult
communications conditions. This doesn't improve the
strength of your signal but it does mean that your voice will
be more readily understood even if it's way down in the
noise.
There is also a switch that allows it to be used in the
VOX (voice operated) model when it is connected t o a rig
that has this facility. In most other respects the 444D's
specifications are almost the same as the 526's. and they
are both very good microphones.

Astatic
Those of you who read last month's microphone survey will
already know that Astatic make exceedingly good
micro~hones,even though they do look a little funny and, as
you can see from this m&th'sphotographs, their base station ones look even stranaer. Sometimes thev are affectionately known as 'canbesticks' although iheir quaint
design makes them look like something that Auntie Beeb
was using 4 0 years ago, they contain the latest high quality
electronics and they perform superbly.
Until recently the Astatic range has not been marketed
very enthusiastically in Britain and as a result they have only
been bought bv the real enthusiasts. Now a firm in Enfield,
skyriders; have started to import them and they intend to
promote them heavily and Ithink we will soon be seeing a lot
more people using Astatic microphones.

MAKE
Astatic

MODEL
SUPPLIER
4
T-UP9-D 104

PRICE

f49.95

Shown here are two versions of the best known style of
Astatic microphone, theT-UPS-D104. Theone ith the bright
chromium plating and the circular mouthpiece is the wellknow 'Silver Eagle'. It's a power microphone that has a builtin two stage transistorised amplifier with an output impedance that is suitable for most makes of rig and a tailored
frequencey response that ensures excellent modulation. It
takes an Eveready type 2 16 9 volt battery and as the current
consumptionis only 1.2 mA, the estimated battery life is approximately six months with normal usage.
The microphone capsule contains a high quality metal
sealed type crystal insert and the quick release bracket on
the top of the stem allows the complete microphone capsule
to be changed very quickly. The gain control is on the back of
the head and it has been recessed to prevent it being changed accidentally and perhaps causing over modulation.
The 6 core ( 5 inners and a screen) coiled lead allows the
D l 0 4 to be wired for just about any rig on the market.
The PTT is operated by either squeezing the bar on the
side of the stem or by pressing down on the bar on the front
of the baseplate. To lock it on transmit the small ring on the
side of the stem can be slid up to hold the bar in position.
Also shown is the same model microphone but fitted
with a matt black base and an SSB head instead of the circular general purpose one. This head is best for SSB working
because it has a frequency response that has been tailored
for maximum speech penetration tuner difficult conditions.
The third model shown here is the famous 'Golden
Eagle'. This is a special that was only produced in limited
numbers to celebrate the American Bicentennial and
although it looks much the same in a black and white
photograph, it is unmistakeable in the flesh because it has
been completely gold plated. Skyriders have bought the last
of them and they are selling them for f 9 2 each. They are exactly the same size as the 'SilverEagles' C 12" x 5 % " ) and
they work just as well and the reason that they cost a lot
more is not just because they have been covered in gold, it's
also because they are collectors items. When you buy one,
you know that you are buying something that not too many
other people have and when they have all been sold you will
CITIZENS' BAND NOVEMBER 1981

also know that no more will be made and this gives them a
rarity value.

MAKE
Astatic

MODEL
1104C

SUPPLIER
314

PRICE
f POA

This is the odd one out in the Astatic line-up. It's a normal
looking contemporary styled base station microphone that
doesn't look anything like their other models. It contains a
two-stage low noise FET amplifier that has external volulme
and tone controls. There is also an internal master gain control that can only be reached throgh the battery compartment door. This arrangement prevents the overall gain being
accidentally changed with the resultant possibility of over
modulation. The 1 104C has a durable moulded plastic case
that is available in a variety of colours and although it looks
totally different to their other models, it contains the same
high quality mircrophone capsule and the same quality electronics that give all the Astatic range such excellent audio. b

The Astatic Corporation have obviously realised that not
everyone will appreciate the charm of their 'candlesticks'
and so thev have Droduceda normal lookina micro~hone
that
has all thefeatuies of the originals plus ;couple of extras
such as the two external controls. If the quality of the Astatic
microphones appeals to you but not the old fashioned look,
then this is the microphone for you.

te VIFOU~C~11- to mank tne tollowrng for tnerr help m th
reparotion sf this srticle end for the loan of their product1
c&e~Easmonlco,
4 0 0 Edgware Road, London W2
bkOF?'Z3862l t
d'bkckb
E-l
(UK) Ltd, 2951297 High Roe<
mleafcni, Lond~nNWlO(Tel:Ol-4514141)
Radio Shack LM, 188 Bmadhurst Gardens,
>M@#WBifAY (Td: 01-624 71 74)
.Skyrideri3, 657 Hertford Road, Enfield, Middlesex
Td: 0 1-809 64081.
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BASE STATION MIKE SURVEY DATA PANEL
MAKE
AOI
AOI
Arista
Astatic
Astatic
Astatic
Ham Master
Handic
Leson
Shure
Shure
Turner
Turner

I
b

MODEL
UD-113
UD-114
CB810
1 104C
T UPS-Dl 0 4

TY PlCAL PRICE
f 25.50
f 22.50
f 28.25

SUPPLIER
2
4
4
314
4
4
4
4
2
1
1
4
2

Golden Eagle

4200
80
DT 251
444D
526T
+ 3B
EX 500

f

.

f 49.95
f 92.00
f 24.95
f 28.25
f 38.50
f 36.57
€44.16
f 32.95
€49.50
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27FM CB PORTABLE
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new legal Home

The unit plugs Into the mains, 12V
car ~ukutlet, or runs on built-in re-

INTRODUCTORY OFFER--

BASEIMOBILE ADD-ON
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CHELMER CB EXCLUSIVE!
50 DUKE STREET. CHELMSFORD, ESSEX.

TEL: 876981351359

THE ONLY ONE OF IT'S KIND
ON THE MARKET.
"WINTER IS ON THE WAY! GET OUT OF YOUR
WRAPPER AND INTO YOUR BASE - 20!!!"

THE XCB-71

I

L

I

(CHEQUES Er P.O.'s PAYABLE TO CHELMER CB)

PLEASE STATE 2 OR 3 PIN LEADS WHEN ORDERING*

"Feature Sensitive Dual Conversion Circuit with PLL
Automatic Noise Limiter (ANL), converts to public address
system, SWR Switch and Meter, 4 Watts audio output,
filter tuning switch, built-in power supply*
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
NAME
ADDRESS
I enclose ChequelP.0. Payable to
CHELMER CBfor f
I wish to pay by BARCLACARD 0 ACCESS
Card No.
SIGNATURE

--

tick

I

PLEASEALLOW 21 DAYS FOR DELIVERY
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SOLID STATE
ELECTRONICS (UK) LTDoo

Solid State Electronics are the only company in the U.K. with 10 years legal professional
experience in CB, manufacturing, design, development, marketing. SSE have a highly sophisticated
range of test equipments and are in the unique position of having official type approval for CB
Radios to cept standard in Finland, Norway, Denmark, Sweden and W. Germany. SSE will be
selling together with Ambit International, high quality state of the art CB Radios.

ACCESSORIES THAT WORK. .

TO NEW HOME OFFICE SPEC!

Buy your CB Accessories with complete confidence. Get SSE
quality plus full manufacturer guarantee. Why waste time and
money on Accessories that don't work correctly. SSE have tested
many items made in Far East and in U.K. The results of these Electrical and Mechanical Tests have shown any items to be of inferior
quality and some are compeltely useless. SSE make products that
work . . .and the price is right. . .
CB. REPAIRS - BY THE EXPERTS
Get your FM CB Rad~orepaired or even modified Iselectwe call fitted etc) with 100% confidence, by a professional company with 10
years of CB expertence. Full test equipment facility.
Comprehensive tests to the Home Office specifications and also to
Solid State Electronics own CB Radio minimum basic requirements as published in Radio and Electronics World Magazine.
Quick service with 1 year guarantee.

12 channel semi-professional 1.5 watt FM
hand-held; supplied with 3 channels, rubberdud< antenna, carrying mse etc. Can be used
with rechargeable batteries or external 12 volt
DC supply.
The set All be one of the best sets in the U
and will be available in November.
1
Approx Price
inclusive 1 year guarantee
and full service back-up.

I

h
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A U T O M A T I C A F SWITCH ESA-15

f14
Very hlgh quality Universal ' S ' Metst the best
Can be used wllh most CB sets w ~ t hbase unlts, moboles and 4s greal lor 'toxhunts' Full lnstructlons
-

/

A u d i o controlled electronic switch. Activated b y
the squelch action (on-off) o f any C B set,
C

7

S I G N A L S P L I T T E R 10-2NP

S I G N A L S P L I T T E R 10-2WP

-.

"
1

R.R.P.

R.R.P.

f6.50

f5.50

The best signal splitter o n market. F r o m SSE who
designed original H M P filter.

Sameas 10-2WP n o cables, can b e used w i t h scanning
receivers etc.

L O W PASS F I L T E R 10-40CB

TVI-RFI INTERFERENCE FILTERS

/

f

R.R.P.

f4.50
Minimise harmonics f r o m CB transmitter
use with C B u n i t .
IUK manufactured jumper-lead 50cms 9%)
Solid State Electronics (UKI Ltd.
6 The Orchard, Bassett Green Village,
Southampton SO2 3NA. England.
Tel: 0703-769598

HPF 10-9, high pass f i l t e r f o r use w i t h U H F T V o n l y .
BSF 10-8. st00 band filter f o r use w i t h V H F - U H F T V

Separate Info Sheets on all products available
with data and installation instructions.
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Now-the right rig for Britain 2ZMHzFM
from u n id e n-the world's top CB rig makers
size

Fully legal Rig and TwigLS96.95
+
(

u niRCE 100 -thebreakers
first CB rig built specially for British
by Uniden -the world's
-r'-

-

-

largest CB rig makers and known to
experienced CBers for their Cobra
and President rigs.
It's fully legal on 40 channels.*
It uses the new signal-bugging
PLL ICs from Toshiba.
It has a separate Hi/Lo power
switch on the front panel to
regulate output -eliminating the
need for an attenuator.
It also has a PA/CB switch,
auxiliary external speakerjack
and super-accurate signal
strength meter. Yet it's still a s
compact as 'cheapie' mobile
rigs.(l40 x 40 x 205mm).
With the rig comes a quality
dynamic-type mike and a
:
Panorama base-loaded, tunable
: whip antenna, complete with 5
tres of cable and fitted plug. fully
osion-resistant with magnetic
! car-mounting base (no drilling ( instant dismounting). So for this
surprisinelv
- - low all-in price, all vou
need is a licence to break in on legal CB
in style. You'll be producing a
maximum legal power of 4 watts 'wall
to wall' every time. You'll be receiving
'armchair copy' all the way - no 'hash
and trash', no 'bleeding'.
,
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Andjust in case you're coming in on
CB brand new, we've thrown in an up to
date 2500 item CBJargon Dictionary free
for good measure.
Send for your Uniace 100 now. It's the
perfect rig for Britain.

FULLY GUARANTEED.
MONEY BACK OFFER
This superb rig and its antenna are fully
guaranteed for i 2 months. In addition,
Valinor Distribution make you their own
money back offer. If you are not 100%
delighted, return the whole set in its
original condition and packing within 7
days and we'll refund you your money
in full.

UK SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED

SO HURRY ORDER NOW WHILE
PRESENT STOCKS LAST

ValinorDistribution Services Ltd,

7 Leopold Road. London W 5 3PB.
Tel: 01-993

* From November 2nd.
and free CBJargon Dictionary at f99.95 inclusive of postage.
packaging and insurance.
I enclose chequelP0 for . . . Remittances should be made payable
to Readers' Account Valino~.L~miledand shall be held on your behalf
in this Account until the goods are despatched.

CHECK THE SPECS

L I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S~gnature _- __
-.-

Maximum legal output power.
*** Toshiba
Phase Lock Looped ICs.
Front mounted Hi-Lo power switch.
* 5every
quality control checks on
component.

Name

..

.-_

-

(BI.OCKCAPITALS)

Address - ....

- -

_

I

Telephone orders from
card
are welcome al any :m-e on 01-9935109.

.- - _-- - - .- .Tel: -- ,
--.--_.____
Allow U D lo 28 davs for deliverv Reaislered in EnQIandno. 1399183
-- - - .
- ~tstributidnservices ~ ; d 7ieopold
.
~oadqLondon ~ 5 3 ~ 1 3 .

---------

4We thought it would be
appropriate to let Keith
Townsend say a few
words on the imminent
legalisation. Keith has
been there from the
beginning - how does
he feel now that the
battle is almost over?

LEGAL

t long last I'm a breaker.
After years of campaigning,
thanks to the kind help of
Fidelity Radio Ltd, I recently
became the proud user of
one of the first legal rigs t o
go into circulation and the envy of
many of my friends who, not so long
ago, had sworn undying allegiance to
the great god, AM. How fleeting a thing
is loyalty. For, despite their earlier protestations, these are the very people
who have offered to cross my palm
with silver in exchange for the type of
rig they once damned to eternity.
Well, they ain't getting it. I'm far
too impressed with it myself to want t o
exchange it for mere baubles, even in
large quantities. Its performance is far
superior to any AM rig I have ever seen
and the quality of tone just has to be
heard t o be believed. What's more I
didn't have t o worry about Buzby
knocking on my door. If his little wings
will waft him t o the step he is welcome
to cheep away on this rig for as long as
he likes. It has already passed tests for
frequency stability, power output and
harmonic radiation and I have no doubt
at all that it will pass any other test that
Buzby can find in his book of spells.

A

"Its parformanca Is far
supd6r to m y AM rlg I have
ever men and ths quality of
m e has to bs bard to be
belisved".
All Ican say t o those who have not
yet had the opportunity t o try out FM
is, 'Eat your hearts out. It's fantasticl'.
I know that a lot of you have got what
the manufacturers euphemistically call
AMlFM rigs but believe me they are not
a patch on the realthing, and lchallenge
anybody who has poured scorn on tne
idea of an FM service t o remain unconvinced after thev have tried the real
thing.
Now that we know when CB
licences are to be issued Iam more than
ever certain that the majority of
breakers will flock to the new system
and do away with the risk of landing
themselves with a hefty fine just for the
privilege of using a set which, com-

LAST

...

"
what incentive will th.
new bruker have to buy a
AM rig when, Pw about the
same outlay he cur go
dmortsnywh#s#rdbuyr
rlg wWoh offers r t b s f oqmf
uw* bettw perfwmanm".

psred Co'ths Me h my car, Is En alw-

Qmlwill be the days of looking
w e r yaur s W & e wsry trmeyou B e e r
Rtte yellow w,Gone wlll k thm cantrouersy &id gone, before long, will be
fan.

the screams of protest from a dwindling bunch of die-hard A M operators.
I was recently accused of being en
FM fan by a couple of excitable club
leaders at a time when I really didn't
have any strong opinion one way or the
other. If they would like to repeat the
accusation today they may dO 60 with
total j u s t i t i t b n . If this Fidelity rig is a
fair example of the quality w9l& we
can expect li~encestg h 8 l d the I can
only wonder why I wasn't an FM fan
right from the beginning.
Over the years rigs will come and
rigs will go but I will always retain a certain affection for this, the first legal rig
I've used to any extent, since it is the
one thing that has convinced me that
the battle for legalisation was worthwhile and that three years' hard oraft
has not been in vain.
Perhaps now we will see an end t o
all the rumours and wild speculations
and those who have stood on the
sidelines, waiting in a state of total
bewilderment for the day t o arrive, will
be able t o join in one of the fastest
growing hobbies in Britain. Make no
mistake - there are thousands of them
out there who were not prepared to
spend their money until the uncertainties were resolved, and Iam pleasedt o
be able t o tell them that they were
right.

"~LcanraytothoMwho

me hot yet had the OppOF

tu&y to try out FM ir 'Eat
yorw hertrts out*. tt't fa#tar*!"
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Licencesare easy t o obtain, easy t o
understand and totally free from the
form of petty restriction which we once
feared would surround them, and the
interest which legal rigs has created
wherever they have been shown suggests that they will sell like ice-cream in
a drought. If you are one of those to
whom the idea of a CB licence is a
dream come true, don't wait too long
before making your application. This
little three-page document is destined
to become a best-seller in record time.
Although there are bound to be
those who scorn the idea of a licence in
the beginning - probably the same
people who, over the years, have
repeatedly asked me why I wanted t o
see CB legalised, since it wouldn't be
any fun if it were legal - Ican only see
the number of AM rigs in circulation going one way. Down. After all, what incentive will a new breaker have t o buy
an AM rig when, for about the same
outlay he can go almost anywhere and,
buy a rig which offers at least equal,
usually better performance without
falling foul of the willing band of
predators who have had such a
wonderful time over the last couple of
years trying to make CB a dirty word.
Maybe then we can begin t o reap
the real benefit of instant communication. With the fear of prosecution
removed doughnuts can become traffic islands once again, rough 20s can
become exact locations and, if we are
really lucky some of us might even
remember t o show their mettle and the
instant friendship of the air which ex-

"Gone will be the days of looking over your shoulder
everytime you sea a little yallow van".

"Perhaps now we will see sn end to a l the rumwrs and
wild speculat~s".
"By all mean8 let's havefun but let's not f a l intothe trap
of treating CB as a toy".

..

" . my own short expdencn of a legal rig fu enough to
make me think that not all the mistakem have beonon the
HO's ride".
isted when I first entered the campaign
can be reasserted in those areas which
have not had the benefit of the motorways, where the truckers alone seem
to have maintained this spirit through
whatever came and went. Listen t o CB
on any motorway if you want to see for
yourself just how well it can work.
The battles are nearly all won and
lost and legal CB is now a reality. Those
with previous experience of the airwaves have a great opportunity t o help
those coming into the mysterious
world of breakers, rigs, twigs and
wrappers for the first time and considerable patience will be needed when
the airwaves are crowded. Let's make
it work, if only to prove to the doubters
that they were wrong and that we
should have been given this freedom
years ago. By all means let's have fun
but let's not fall into the trap of treating
CB as a toy, forgetting its value as a
serious medium for communications.

There will always be the minority who
hide behind a microphone t o impose
feeble humour and even foul language
upon anyone close enough to hear
them but 99% of all breakers are ordinary folk who enjoy their ability to
talk to each other and 1, for one, salute
the opportunity which the new FM service offers them.
I have long been critical of the
Home Office handling of CB and I offer
them no bouquets now, but my own
short experience of a legal rig is enough
t o make me think that not all the
mistakes made have been on their side.
Istill believethat we can win a few concessions from them in the fullness of
time, but only if we prove that the new
system works and that our critics were
wrong.
To those new to CB, I am happy to
o f f e r encouragement a n d t h e

I SHEFFIELD WHOLESALE
CB SUPPLIES

132 Pennistone Road North,
Sheffield, Yorks
Tel : 0742-346234
We have full trade range a t unbeatable
prices includmg:
AVANT1 - FULL STOCK 241M, 241T,
241 PDL II
K-40
VALOR RAMA
PLUS MANY OTHER LEADING BRAND NAMES.

PHONE MlCK NOW!!
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Interference to, as
against from, CB radios
can be a real problem.
J Armitage looks at
some of the most
common sources and
suggests a number of
ways t o combat mobile
CB interference.

ne of the major, and most
overlooked, factors contributing to poor reception
on two-way CB radio, both
A M and FM, is interference f r o m external
~urces.In a mobile installation this is
aused by theelectricalsystem of a motor
ehicle. This interference can be caused
y numerous sources and can usually be
minated by fitting various formsof supression.
Installation of the set and antenna is
le first consideration and a lot of prolems can be overcome if this is done corictly. Ensure that good quality coaxial
able has been used to the antenna and
lat the base of the antenna and the
.ansceiver chassis are properly
rounded. The transceiver should be
mnected, where possible, directly to
le battery.

Symptom

Cause

1. Muscat whine which rrreases
m pitch with engine revs.

2. Constanl popping whlch increases
m frequency wlth engme revs.

3. Intermillent popping or rasping
noise.

4. Electric motor n o i s d i n conjunction
with healer. wipers.etc.)

1

A simple test for interference can be
conducted, bearing in mind that on an
A M radio interference shows up as an increase in background noise that can
drown weaker signals and, in the case of
FM, although not audible, will desensitise and reduce the operating range of
the transceiver. With the car engine switched off and the ANL/NL/NB switches
in the 'off' position, turn on the set and
select a channel with a weak signal. Start
the engine and if the signal weakens
further or disappears or is obliterated by
noise, then suppression is required.
Identifying the source is the next step
and the chart in Fig. 1 can be used as a
guide. It should be noted that worn
generator or alternator slip ring brushes
and points contacts (distributor) are all
causes of interference and should be
replaced if their condition is suspect.

Yternator/Genaralor.

I

I

I

lgn~tlonsystem

Fit atlwnator 11ller or generator
wave trap.

I

I
Voltage regulator.

-

Heater blower or
wiper motors.

5. Hissing or cracktlng sound

EIectr~cinstrumenls
or guages.

6. Pop when key turned on lollowed

Eleclrac fuel pump.

by irregular papping.

7. Slushing sound when vehlcle
moving wilh engirrr 011.

Cure

I

I

Fit resistor spark plugs and leads
or Plug suppressors.
Fil resislor lead between colt and
distr~butor(HT) or m-line suppressor.
FII feedthough capacitor between
cod and ~gnot~on
sw~tch.

Fil regulator lIrter (see text).

Fit feedthrough capacitor next
to motor (high amps).

Fit bypass capacitor t o guage
wlre.

Fit bypass capac~lor10 pump
wire.

Wheels

or lyres.

Wn wheels

C1
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After identifying the possible source
of the interferencethe next step is to fit a
suppressor to eliminate it. Alternator and
voltage regulator noise can usually be
cured by fitting a filter on the voltage
regulator (Fig.2). On a typical installation
the following steps should be followed:

Fiberglass support

0 Remove any existing suppressors

from the alternator and voltage
regulator.
Attach the wire (usually black) from
the noise filter on to the ground ter0 minal of the voltage regulator.
Locate the wire leading from the alternator to the voltage regulator and cut
it. Bare the two ends and attach one
on each terminal of the noise filter ensuring that all connections are tight
and secure.

1

,i

Voltage Regulator

To Alternator

It is advisable, when replacing the
plugs and leads, to remove and replace
one lead at a time to prevent connecting
them incorrectly. Resistor plugs (Fig.5)
and leads (Fig.6) are available for most
cars in thiscountry and are manufactured
by companies such as NGK and Champion. It is internationally accepted and
recognised that suppressor plugs have
the letter 'R' in the part number (eg
BPRGES - NGK part no. for Sunbeam
Lotus resistor plus.

t

yJ#l

The most popular ways of suppressing ignition noise are by fitting resistors
in-line (in series) with the existing spark
plug and distributor leads or by replacing
the plugs and leads with special resistor
types. On no account should in-line suppressors be fitted to these resistor leads
as it will tend to be detrimental to the
engine performance. Figures 3a and 3b
show the 'clip on' type of in-line suppressor and Fig. 4 the screw type which
necessitates cutting the leads to plugs
and distributor/coil and inserting the
suppressor by screwing the contacts into
the lead. Always make sure that good
contact is made and that the suppressors
are securely connected. (This may entail
'crimping' the clip-on types slightly).

Feedlhrough

L w e r Lead

Center electrode
Ground electrode

-Laad
I0
CON

I
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On the wiper, heater or screen washer
motors (Fig.71, a high current feedthrough capacitor should be fitted in-line
with the power lead to the device and the
mounting bracket of the capacitor must
be grounded to the chasis of the vehicle.
The power lead has to be cut and bared
then fitted to each terminal of the
capacitor and mounted as close as possible to the electric motor.

Yolor

c Ground Breckel

Instrument (Fig.8) and electric fuel
pump (Fig.9) interference can be reduced
by connecting a bypass capacitor on the
feed wire terminal (usually marked + 1 of
the unit and the grounding bracket
should be secured to the chassis.

Wheel and tyre static is not usually
encountered in this country as it generally
occurs in hot, dry climates but should the
problem ever arise it can be remedied by
simply pouring water on the wheels t o
enable thestatic charge to ground. Static
reducing springs, which fit in the grease
hubs, are available but not generally
stocked by dealers in this country.

I

or lead wire

+

CBC

C

+

I

*

CBC 6 CBC 6 CBC 6 CBC 6 CBC

CB CENTRE

B
C
6

sAllCUKARD
I

'

HAVE MOVED THEIR RETAIL & WHOLESALE TO NEW & LARGER PREMISES

20c SELSDON ROAD. SOUTH CROYDON. SURREY

er
C

m
SIRTEL

COMMUNICATKIN

*

01-680-4503

: ::

WE BUY DIRECT FROM ABROAD 8t CUT OUT THE MIDDLE MEN

n

B
C
6
C
B
C

1

Accessory

DIRECT IMPORTER

AND PASS THE SAVINGS ON TO YOU

w

DIRECT IMPORTER

,

We are now K40's Main Distributor for their products throughout the
south of England
So to promote this success we are offering for a limited
period
K40 Speech Processor Mike
£24.95
£24.95
K40 Mobile 500W Antenna
T h e s e prices include V A T
P&P
You can order and pay by Access & Barclaycard

+

+,

1

E/ I I A 111

-

FULL RANGE OF C.B. ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE
FOR FREE CATALOGUE SEND A S.A.E.
INTERNATIONAL !HELP & ADVICE GIVEN ON ESTABLISHING NEW CB OUTLETS APPROVED
DISTRIBUTOR
1
WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES 01-680-4503

c l

K40

6 CBC 6 CBC 6 CBC 6 CBC 6 CBC 6 CBC
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I Nobody sells for I

s than Custom Equipe*

We have been supplying CB products and accessories nationwide, for
nearly two years - you might say that w e were one o f the first names
to get CB moving i n the UK. FJow we've something even better t o
fer to our trade and retail customers.
We have just opened a new retail showroom, officer and warehouse
complex on Gardners Crescent in central Edinburgh. You can now
see our extensive range of CB equipment displayed to its best advantage In protesslonal setting. you can order and buy in comfort.
We have a separate facility for all you trade clients t o onable you t o
select at leisure. or get quick service if yau're in a hurry1 A l l orders
are promptly made up in our despatch bay and ere speedily delivered.
We use overnight transport t o most UK towns and have our o w n fleet
for local drops.
7' '
r
As always Custom Equips offers you all thatm. better in CB..
.?;
BElTER PRODUCTS. BElTER PRICES. BElTER DISCOUNTS.
BElTER DISPLAYS .AND BElTER THAN EVER SERVICE.

..

..
..

..

d-:
.
..

Off~c~ally
Appointed Distributors for:
H M ~ KHI
UPINA
ANTENNA S ~ C I A L I ~
LURATRONICKA
ALBRECHT
EDOEWORTH ELECTRONICS
Distributors for,
TELECO PRODUCTS
AVANT1
TURNER
MIDLAND
HAM MASTER
CTE
OC ELECTRONICS
HAM INTERNATIONAL
0 ZETAOI ETC
Other new ranges are bang
constantly rntroduced - rt'll pay you
to get on to our regular mall Itst!

Sewing you through over la trade customrn

- 'wall to wall' coverage of tho UK.

TRADE ORDERS AND ALL ENQUIRIES TO

38 GARDNERS CRESCENT
EDINBURGH EH3 90G

TELEPHONE AND TELEX
(ORDERSIENQUIRIESI
TRADE: 03%IUEX 727W3 OMTECH O
RETAIL SHOP: 031MAIL ORPER: 0 3 1 - W
OMTECH I.O.M. LTD & ASS, C0.s

A

Antenna
Review

It's no secret that Tandy
will be going into the
UK CB market with a
vengeance. W e look at
one of the extensive
range of Tandy
antennas this month the Archer 21-904.

s you will have seen
elsewhere in this issue
Tandy, or to be precise,
Radio Shack (as the parent
company is called), are
getting into CB in a really
big way. Apart from rigs your local Tandy
store will also be able to supply you with
an impressive range of antennas and
accessories under their Archer brand
name. Our Antenna Review this month
looksat one UK legal CB antenna that has
a very unusual method of fitting to your
mobile.
The Archer 21-904 Rooftop Mount is
basically a 3' 6" stainlesssteel whip with a
loading coil built into the base, below a
hefty steel spring. The antenna is attractively packaged in a bubble pack and
comes complete with all the fitting bits
and pieces, 16 feet of coax and an Allen
key for SWR adjustment.
This antenna is primarily designed
for permanent car roof installation so be
warned, you have to drill a hole in the roof
of your car or van if it's going to be done
properly. This is obviously not a problem
if you drive a panel van but things may get
a bit awkward if you try to drill through
the roof of the wife's new Cortina, making an ugly hole in the roof lining. You
have to be committed to this type of
installation and be perfectly prepared for
the consequences if it goes wrong. On
the other hand this type of antenna,
mounted in thecentre of the roof, isquite
simply the best, even better than a rooftop mag-mount.
Mounting the antenna requires a
318" or 9.5 m m hole in the metalwork.
The mounting stub is a press fit into the
hole: once it's in place the nut is tightened up and it's in forever, 'cos there's no
way of getting it out without resorting to
major surgery - see what we mean
about committing yourself to this type of
antenna?
The cable supplied with the antenna
should be fitted to the connector, either
by soldering or relying on the press-in fittings supplied. Soldering is the safest bet
if the car is likely to be left out in the rain,
as water might get into the connecting
stub sooner or later.

A

Once it'sall fitted in the basecoiland
spring and whip assembly just screw it in.
A couple of turns, and it's on. It comesoff
just as easily for those weekly sessions at
the car wash and when putting thecar into the garage. It also stops it being nicked, by the light-fingered sections of the
community whoget their kicks from tying
knots in car aerials.
Hooked up and ready to go, the
21-904 (what a boring name Tandy, can't
you do better than that?) is easily adjusted for SWR. The rod slips in and out
of the mounting spring and can be fixed
in position by t~ghteningup a small grub
screw which can be adjusted by the Allen
key provided. Our test samples consistently SWRed in below 1.5:1 and the
adjustment was sufficiently coarse to
allow a low SWR over 26.9 to 18 MHz
without any problems.

In Operation
A delight! That's the only way to sum up
the 21-904. It operatesextremely well and
passed all our mechanical and electrical
testswith flying colours. The rangeof the
antenna during our field trials was consistently well above average for a rooftop
antenna, and far greater than we had expected. The reason, we felt, was the high
mounting position and the direct electrical coupling through the car body to
the ground plane.
It would be easy to say that virtually
any type of antenna mounted in a similar
fashion would perform in the same way
but it became clear during the long-term
field trials that the problems we normally
experience with antennas just weren't
happening. For instance, the metalwork
is extremely well protected against corrosion. The SWR stayed exactly where it
was during our field trials and even
managed a creditable 3:1 while bent
almost double when it was carelessly
parked one night in a garage.
So far, so good. It's not all praise,
though. The chromium-plated plastic
trim supplied is a disaster. It is cheap and
nasty and not in keeping with the rest of
the antenna, and that disappeared into a
ditch pretty quick. The complete lack of
instructions on our samples was a little
ClTIZENS' BAND NOVEMBER
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puzzling. Tandy should ensure that c
plicit instructions are supplied, especia
when the mounting method is so pote
tially damaging.
In conclusion, a great antenna touch pricy but worth it, and a real got
worker for those brave enough when
comes to mounting, or those with par
vans.
Right Radiation vattern of the 21-904.

YI

SPECIFICATIONS
Model

Archer 21-904

Type
Length
Frequency Range
Max Power Handling
Impedance
Cable Supplied
Mounting Details
Supplier
Typical Price

Single element base located stainless steel whip
42"
26.9-28 MHz
up to 50 watts
50 ohms
16 feet
318" snap-mount
All Tandy outlets
f 19.95

REVIEW VERDICT
Performance
XXXX
Installation
XXX
SWR Adjustment
XXX
Instructions
Construction
XXX
Value
XXX
We rate our samples o n a scale of one t o five. Five stars is the highest
rating, three and four stars are average to good and one and t w o stars
mean it's not doing so well.

Above: The 21-904, complete with cable
and fixing kit.
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We're getting dozens
of letters each month
concerning CB
antennas. Here are a
few drawn from the
postbag. Don't forget,
if you have any CB
problems we're only
too pleased to help if
w e can, but w e cannot
undertake to answer
personal enquiries at
the moment.

P G Cook from Southampton gets the
ball rolling this month.
Q. I intend t o buy a n e w legal mobile
F M rig on, or about, 'L-Day'. I need an
easily removable antenna (vandals)
Ideally I want t o fit a short (approx 2
feet) mag base antenna Iwould like t o
know:
1. Is the length different between a
3 foot and 2 foot antenna significant?
2. Is the efficiency o f a mag-base
antenna
as
good
as
a
conventionally-mounted ant,..--na
bolted t o a car wing?
3. Do mag mounts b l o w or slide o f f
when driving along?
4. Do I go for a top, centre or bottom
loaded coil?
5. H o w big a steel plate would I need
t o act as a ground plane t o use the
antenna indoors and would this
steel plate need t o be connected t o
the earth connection on the entenna lead?
A. The maximum legallength of a mobile
antenna is 1.5 metres /4.82 feet). In
general terms the efficiency of an antenna is directly proportional to length, ie the
longer the better. If you're determined to
fit a 2 or 3 foot antenna then one of the
shorter helically wound DL' type antennas might fit the bill. As far as mag-mount
antennas go they have one important
benefit over wing-mounted antennas,
and that is height. The farther an sntenna
is from the ground, the greater the effective range will be. The capacitive coupling between the magnet and car body is
not as good as a direct t~lectricalronnection but to all intents snd purposes 2 well
constructed mag m c c n t antpnna
mounted in the centra 3f 2 ;3r rcof is just
about the best installstion pcssible To
date, we know ~f no mag Csse :hat will
slide off when drbdi.qg slong s t .?orma1
speed on Britkh roads slthcugh one or
two do seem a bitprecarih~s
as far 3s the
strength of the magnqnetis concerned. Obviously a biscuit box fcr a ground plane is
far from ideal but the surprising thing is
that it will often wgrk, dependi,ng on the
type of antenna vsed There arc ,70 hard
and fast rules aboutgroundplaneproportions, just as much metal as practically
possible and careful setting up with a
good S WP meter. The w t e r connection
in the cc-2.7/bra:dl :.?c"~~ld
C: e l ~ _ ~ t i i c d l y
connected to the meta! g r c c n plane.

From llford in Essex, Lorne Mason has
this to say.

Q. Will the antennas on the market
n o w be suitable for the n e w UK F M
frequencies and w i l l the SWR meters
operate just as well? I am thinking of
constructing a mains power supply:
w h a t is the maximum current drawn
by a standard rig? Ialso wish t o have a
l o f t antenna which is the best one t o
use (fairly cheap), and h o w much w i l l
the range suffer by installing the
antenna i n the loft as opposed t o
mounting it on the roof?
A Value for money, this one. The
physicallength of antennas designed for
UK FM will have to be slightly less than
those used for FCC/CEPT equipment.
The difference may be as little as 1 or 2
mm on some designs so in practice most
antennas currently on the market will
operate on UK CB. In most cases the difference in length can be compensated for
by readjusting the SWR adjuster, or, in
the case of one-piece whips, cutting off a
couple of millimetres. Similarly, SWR
metres are optimised to operate on
FCC/CEPT frequencies but the diffarence between the old and new frequencies is so mall that most S WRs will
operate quite happily. Given that most
cheap S WR bridges are only about 10%
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accurate anyway, you've no need to
worry.
Most rigs draw less than 0.5 amps on
receive and rarely more than 7.5 amps on
transmit. A 3 or 4 amp power supply is
more than enough.
Loft antennas are many and varied,
we've tried quite a few of them and can
say quite happily that all have worked
very well. Again, choose the biggest one
that will fit into your loft. Obviously they
are not as good as a roof mounted antenna. In the first case it will not be as high
and in the second place the structure of
the house will reduce the signal, though
the differences are quite small and unlikel y to worry you unless you're into DXing.
Remember, though, that the Government have restricted all antenna to 1.5
metres in length. Make sure you use a
good quality co-ax as long runs of cable
will attenuate the signal. Look for a lowloss cable and avoid at all costs 50 ohm
co-ax that is too cheap to be true, 'cos it
generally is!
Down to Penzancein Cornwall and David
Brown, who has a slightly tricky
problem.
Q. Iwould like t o knowwhether or not
there are any rigs on the market that
will cover both the old A M frequencies (26.965 t o 27.405 MHz) and the
new F M frequencies (27.60125 t o
27.99125 MHz). If so, could you tell me
which model it is?
A. Write out a thousand times, '1 must
not ask Citizens' Band magazine
awkward questions'. The answer is
yeslish). A number of rigs have appeared
in special versions, notably the Lafayette
7ZdOM, Ham Multimodes, and Cobra 748
GTL. These rigs have a facility that is
known as High Channels with 8 kHz shift.
In a nutshell they can cover most of the
new channels lusually the lower 30).
These rigs are quite rare, unless you
know the right people, and usually cost
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the earth (typically f2CK)plusl. They have
the dubious claim to be illegal all over the
world. We 'llleave the rest up to your conscience and your bank balance.

Q. When will someone produce a rig
for 934 MHz CB? Ahmed Parek,
Dunstable.

Antenna Review has been one of our
most popular features now for some
time. D H Ames has a query, all the way
from Southampton - yet again!

Q. I've just bought a CB radio set and

Q. In the polar diagrams used i n Antenna review, you have, since July reduced your weakest signal from S3 t o S2.
Why is that? Also, i n the Bandit review
(September)you place it second t o the
K40 when you show the K40 t o have a
smaller overall circle at S3.
A. You are quite correct, we have changed the style of our Antenna Reviews. The
new reviews are now carried out on UK
FM frequencies in this country and as
such it is difficult to relate them directly to
previous reviews carriedout on the Continent on the AM frequencies. The comparisons we draw now are related to
previous tests (as yet unpublished) carried out on the K40and Moonraker etc on
the new frequencies. The change from
SZ to S3 for minimum copy levels was to
allow us to keep to the same distance
scales. Copies at SZ on UK FM are much
further due to the reduced background
noise and due to our test site having a
much flatter terrain the polar diagram is,
in one or two cases, going beyond the
boundaries of our map.
Time for a few quick ones to round off
this month.

Q. I live i n a block of flats. Will CB interfere with TVs in and around our
flat? Tony Reynalds, Liverpool.
A. So much will depend upon the equipment used and how close your antenna is
to other TV aerials. You'll find out soon
enough. If you do cause TVI, sort it out
fast before the neighbours complain to
the PO or they 71sort it out for you!
Q. Will channel 9 still be the emergency channel on UK CB? Nigel
Thompson, Gravesend.

A. As far as we know, yes. It is the internationally agreed emergency channel
and there is no reason why i t shouldn't
continue to be so.
Q. Will it be OK t o use the cordless
Magic Mike you featured last month
on UK CB rigs? Mark Delaney, Slough.

A. No. They operate on 49 MHz which is
still illegal.

A. They have already, see this month's
Update.
I'm unable to receive any BBCstations
on it. Can I fit an adaptor? John Ellis,
London.
A. (Before you ask, that was a genuine
letter). The only suggestion we have is to
summon immediate medical help with a
view to brain surgery to remove the
blockage (unkind, ain't we?)
Another awkward question, this time
from Larry Miles in Ilford, Essex.

Q Your mag is the best in the - wait for
- Universe. Okay, glad that's over,
now for the question.
Why are all my local CB shops putting up notices in their windows, large
enough for the Buzbysand Police to see,
that say 'Legal 27MHz AM rigs in stock
now, Colt, Jaws, etc'.? I haven't yet
seen a CB shop in my area that hasn't
got one of these notices. One shop even
has a typed document saying that it is
now legal to sell the Colt, etc etc.'
Surely everyone knows it's going to
be 2 7 FM, not AM. What's going on?
Why doesn't the law nab them for
misleading advertising?????
it

AFunn y thing, the law, especially the
WT Act which has so many loopholes
you could strain cabbage through it. To
be perfectly honest the only applicable
loophole w e know o f is the lack of import controls on 2 7 megs gear on the
Isle Of Man. It seems that you are able to
import disassembled rigs into the /OM
and reassemble them before shipping
them to the UK mainland. Obviously
w e 're not lawyers and if this is so you
can be sure it'll be plugged up pretty
soon. A t the moment, however, a rig
that has been importedin this way, duty
and VAT paid, can be sold over the
counter. Don't forget though the
minute you connect it up to power it's
an offence - press the mike key, and
it's another offence. We 'llleave the rest
up to your conscience and wallet. Oh,
and b y the w ay, the wordis that HO, PO
and C&E are going to have a bit of a
crackdown in the next few weeks. You
have been warned/

Presenting the first instalment of the exclusive
Citizens' Band British Rig Checklists. Every month we
will catalogue all the latest rigs, together with details
of facilities etc. In the coming months we will be
featuring similar checklists for antennas and
accessories.

NAME

ADDRESS

MODEL

Ammtrad Consumer Electronics, 1 - 7 Gannan Road,
g on don N17

AMSTRAD
AMSTRAD

CB 9 0 0
CB 9 0 1

Binatone Hours. BaremlordAvenue, Wembly. Middx
HA0 1YX.

1

I
CYBERNET
CYBERNET
CYBERNET
FIDELITY
FIDELITY
GRANDSTAND
GRANDSTAND
GRANDSTAND
GRANDSTAND
INTERCEPTOR
INTERCEPTOR

Goodmans Loudspeakera Ltd. Downley Road. Havant.
Hant8 POS ZNL.

1
Bae-Wara Ltd, Rlpon Way. Harrogate. North Yorkshire.

I

I

--Chalna CB Centre. 73-77 Britennia Road. London SW6
9 ID

I

Goodwood Works. North Circular Road, London NW2
7JS.
Modus Systems Ltd, 290 Eastcheap. Latchworth, Hens
Gnu

7nA

Shadow Communications Ltd. Lumen Road. Royston.

I.la...

SHADOW
SHADOW
SHADOW
- ... .- - ..

IYORK

I

I

[

Unit 2. Station ~ a r d Wllbrahsm
.
Roed. Fulbourn. Cambe.

I

SIRTEL
TANDY
TANDY

BETA 1 0 0 0
BETA 2 0 0 0
BETA 3 0 0 0

Fidelity Radio Ltd, Vlctoria Road, London NW10.

John Wooife Raclng. Woolfe House. None Road.
Bedford MK41 OLF.

MAJOR
RADIOMOBILE
RADIOMOBILE
RANGER

LONGRANGER
POWER BASE 5
SPEEDWAY

2 4 Alfric Square. Of1 Maxwell Road. Woodston Ind E8t.
Pacerborough.
Tan* Corporation, Tame Way Tower. Bridga
.%.,Welull, W. Midlands WS1 1I.A.

, -...- .--.
Sulkln (UK) Ltd, 73 Grosvenor Streat. London W1X
onn

APOLLO
MOBILE
ONE HANDER
BASE
MI
M2
3000
2 01

1 202
I RANGER
I ALPHA 1 0 0 0
I ALPHA 2 0 0 0
I ALPHA 3 0 0 0
I BASE
SEARCHER
TRC 1 0 0 1
TRC 2 0 0 2

I JCB 861

I JCB 8 6 3
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I

I

I 13.8VDC I f TBA

13.8VDC

I

f TBA

( 13.8VDC ( f 6 0

GRANDSTAND
GRANDSTAND

INTERCEPTOR

I l 3 . 8 V D C I f 90
I13.8VDC

I

fTBA

I

13.8VDC
13.8VDC
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1 f TBA
1

fTBA

JWR
JWR
MAJOR
RADIOMOBILE
RADIOMOBILE
RANGER
SHADOW
SHADOW
SHADOW
SHADOW
SIRTEL
TANDY
TANDY
TANDY
WR ELECTROTEK
YORK

1

1
1
1

1

Illidland Telecom
[Open Channel] Ud

FLI\XLEY
RoAD
STECHFORD
BIRMINGHAM 33

TVEYE
021 784 3129

BIRMINGHAM'S FOREMOST

021 742 5617

IN CB RADIO EQUIPMENT

Full range of CB Radio equipment includingAVANTI, C.T.E., MIDLAND, COBRA, HAM
INTERNATIONAL, COLT, STALKER, A.C.1 y
K40, TURNER, ANTENNA SPECIALIST, ANTENNA
INCORP, H.M.P. and LOTS MORE.
Avanti Sigma IV.. ................ £42.90
Avanti P.D.L. II ..................£79.90
Avanti Moonraker 4.. ...........£129.90
Avanti Astro-Beam.. ............. £69.00
Avanti Moonraker 6 Mag. ....... £35.90
K40 Antenna.. .................... £21 .90
K40 Mic ...........................£22.90

Pro-Micro 007 Mic ...............£19.90
C.T. E. Galazy 1KW Linear.. ... £249.90
C.T. E. Jumbo 600W Linear ... £191.90
C.T. E. Speedy 70W Linear.. ....£85.00
C.T.E. Jaguar 200W Linear ... £107.90
Hirchmann Rotor.. ...............£39.90

Yaesu equipment available, prices on application, Crystal
available to convert to 27 Mag.
Full Service Dept, While You Wait Repair Service (subject to
parts), Aerial Rigging Service, lots of help and technical
information
WHEN YOU'VE FOUND THE BEST

- FORGET THE REST.

LYNDON RADIO & TV SUPPLIES
244 LYNDON ROAD
SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS
021 784 3129 or 021 742 5617
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Ijump out of bed each morning and the first thing I do is to
cross off another date from thecalendar. As Iwrite this it is
only a few more days to Lday. I have waited a long time for
legalisation and at times Ifelt that it might never happen. It
will be almost 3 years to the day since I purchased my first
AM rig. Even then the talk on channel was about legalisation, and I heard of the early organisations such as the CBA
and UKCBC that were pushing for legal CB and both got my
support.
For me the battle is now over and I feel that I have
reached the end of an era. I feel satisfied that Ihave helped
do my bit in this battle. Iwrote many letters to the Home Office, my M.Ps, magazines and newspapers. I have taken
journalists mobile to demonstrate CB, and even had my say
on radio.
Add to this that you nearly always saw me at the London demonstrations and marches. Illegal A M CB has been
fun, I have made many new friends and out of my many
hobbies in the past, CB has been a hobby that all the
members of my family have participated in and enjoyed
without any meed for encouragement from me. In fact,
many times I have been unable to use my rig because my
children have commandeered it.
To earn a living, I can spend up to eight hours a day
behind the steering wheel. Those trips during the rush hour
traffic were made easy with the aid of my rig and, of
course, the breakers that would ratchet with me.
I have at times felt guilty about breaking the law, with
more t o lose than most, I could well do without the hassle
of a prosecution. So that is one reason and maybe even a
good reason why I shall go legal. Many of the present
breakers say that this could well be true, but isn't A M
crowded? And not just with English breakers but with
Italians, Americans, Germans, Portuguese and Dutch t o
name just a few. Ihave an idea to overcome the problem of
overcrowding on F,, but it's my secret at the present.
I have ordered my legal FM rig, and the Zulu plans a part y on the eve of L day and at midnight will open his shop to
sell FM rigs. Ihave promised to be his first customer and it is
then my intention to burn rubber t o the all night Post Office
in Trafalgar Square to pay my fee and have my licence
stamped. Then perhaps a quick dip in the fountain to
celebrate. Maybe some of you keen FM supporters might
like an eyeball at the Post Office after midnight on 2nd
November.Bring your own booze, and your legal FM rig!
If you've been to one, you've been to them all. Thissaying is
very true, particularly of shows and exhibitions, but this was
not the case at the recent show that was organised by this
mag. I agree that therewere many exhibitors that oneseesat
most of these eyeball shows, but this one was a little
different in the respect that at last I saw and used the new
legal FM rigs. It was, I suppose, obvious that these legal FM
rigs would attract most attention, and at times it was
impossible to get near these stands.
If you looked closely at some of the goodies on display
you could find new items, some useful and others just
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gimmicks. One item that caught my eye was on the Sirtel
(UK) Ltd stand, and was a small black box that one attaches
on the mike plug. When a breaker asksfor a 10-36you pressa
button on this box which speaks the time for you. On the
Chelrner CB stand I noticed an extremely useful accessory
called simply 'Base station'. Its function is to transfer your
mobile rig into a base unit. The mobile rig is slotted into the
front of the unit that houses power supply, speaker, and
SWR meter and it costs under f45. Definitely a must for me
when funds allow!
As expected there were many legally imported AM rigs
onsale. The rig that Iliked best onshow wasa legal FMset by
Binatone named 'Breaker Phone'. It is an all-in-the-hand
unit, and as the name suggests, is shaped like a phone hand
set. It has a speaker and mike at each end with all controls in
the centre. You can, if you wish, switch the speaker of the
hand set to an external speaker. The rest of the unit is tucked
away somewhere in your mobile. (Perhapsafter these kinds
words Binatone might throw one of these units my way?
Hint, hint.) (I'm first - Ed.) I spent a few hours on Saturday
and Sunday on the Citizens' Band stand, chatting to
breakers and signing copies of the mag. By the way, thanks
to the dealers who threw the odd goody my way.
'Eyeball eyeball the breaker in thesilver roller'. I picked up
the mike. 'Come back the eyeballer, where are you?' 'About
3 motors behind you', came back the reply. I glanced into the
rear view mirror, I saw a white tin can, a blue Volvo, and a
yellow Telecom van with twigs. The Telecom van was
coming up on my offside fast, and in my mirror Isaw that one
of the twigs was a dirty great big DF loop. After many hours
of practice I believe that I have perfected a super-fast rig
dismantling procedure for occasions such as this. The mike
was pulled from its socket and thrown over my shoulder into
the back of the mobile, wires were pulled, clips released and
the rig fell to the floor. Well, they won't get me for
installation, I thought. As the yellow van approached I saw
two grinning faces through the windscreen and as it
overtook me I recognised one of the faces that was now
laughing. I mouthed obscenities at him and cast doubtsas to
the legal relationship of his parents. The front half of this
unusual set of wheels was almost identical to a Telecom
mobile but the rear half carries artwork in the form of a rig,
mike, and cable going to the twigs that are mounted on the
roof! The owner of this set up is 'Zulu One', another well
known breaker from my area. With his CB shop of the same
handle in the East London 20, he has also formed an
excellent club called the Zulu One Four club. Meetsare held
alternative Tuesday evenings in the United Services Club
Hall, Powerscroft Rd, E5. Admission is 50p and that includes
sandwiches, disco, and, the booze is cheaper than normal
pub prices. I must add that Zulu is the first dealer that I have
met who believes that there is a future for the new FM
frequencies, and that the 934 megs is definitely
underestimated by the majority of breakers. 10-4 mate.
Finallv an aot descriotion of Zulu comes from Mistv. Ladv.
'-T.
' ~ e h a smoie whoosh than most!'

PROTECT YOUR RIG

LE6AL R16S

Top qual~tylock~ngshde mounts
F~ttedleadslplugs etc E3.95 I c l p 75p)
Also hump mount
£145 (cIp55p)

When the
'green Ilght'
~sq~vento
FMCB we wdl havea select~onof rlgs
In stock Please enqulre or call In

MODILE AN0 EASE MICROPHONES
OX344 Built In a m p l ~ f ~ e r
with flexlble neck
OX354 P~ezopunch mlc . 'on alr'
~ndicator
£27.95
TURNER Expander 500
£44.95
OF1 Low cost base mlc with
DETACHABLE STAND
AVAILARLF
- - - - Wnhrnl600nhrn
..
.- .
50k (state whlch)
£9.50
HANO MKS w ~ t hs w ~ t c hand
bracket (clp55p) Replacement
50k or600ohm
£4.95 each
CH2I9 Ceram~cpower m,c
£16.95
K40 Speech processor
£2695

-

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS (30MHz maxi

£22.95

125 AMIFM 25W 12 volt

r:,=;;;.,

£8995

27 MHZ FM

SWR-POWER-AERIAL
MATCH-FS METERS

p1
0 C L

SINGLE METER-MOBILE
3100/10w SWR 35-150MHZ £8.9:
~ ~ ~ 9 0 l l SWR
k w ,.3 5 1 5 0 MHz
£9.51
plus FIS
1100/10/1004 S W R l 5-144MHZ
plus F/S
£1195
175 1 5-144 MHz SWR FiS AE Match
25-40 MHz
£13.81
176015/50w SWR FS 1.5-144MHZ
AE Match 2440 MHz
£16.95
1780110/1Mw SWR FS Modulat~on
1 5-144 MHz AE Match 2540 MHz

Massive Range of Low Priced
C.B. Rigs e.g.
40 Channel Standard from -£49.20
40 Channel Medium from £ 5 4 . 6 0
140 Channel Deluxe from -£ 59.20
Boosters CVS
2 - 1 5 watts from - f 14.95
2 - 25 watts from - f 19.75
2 - 3 5 watts from - f 28.50

£19.5[

LA120 AMlFMlSSB 1OOw.
UH740110w SWR 50 144-430MHZ
12 v o l t .
£149.95 Bands w ~ t hdetachable couplers for
BV130P Malns operated AMISSB

80 watt Base amp

£1 15.95

( U K c l p ~ 1 . 0 0each. l.2555~)

£19.9:

POWER SUPPLIES

TWIN METERS-MOBILE
SWRSOAOllkw SWR 3 5-150 MHz

£15.50
£17.95
HORN AND EXTENSION SPEAKERS

Gz

All models 8 ohm with leads
(U K cIp55pJ
Speakers boxed wlth bracket (TC40)

£13.9:

171 0/101100w SWR FIS 15-144 MHz

E14.X

MULTIMETRES. SWR POWER
MULTIMETER

POCKETKRTIM 12 Range l k l v E5.X
NH55 10Range2klv
£6.3
PORTABLE H H b 2 2 range20kIv £1 1.9:
Pod type speakers
per p a 1 r E 3 9 5 ATlOZO 18 Range20klv plus
5' Whlte hornE4.95 6 Grey
a 4 5 TRANSISTOR TESTER
f 16.9:
DM307PA Mob~lePA amp and slren
ETC SOW19 Range 50kiv
£l7.9!
wlth m~clbracketetc
£1 5.95 HM20 16 range 20k/volt multlmeter
plus 0120/2QO011000wRF power and
£28.9!
SWR 3%- 1SOMHZ

I

I

Walkie Talkies 1 watt-3 Channel Professional WT. Designed To Take 4
watt Booster. £44.00 each
4 watt Booster £ 11.SO
All Items Subject To VAT

£5.95

Mechan~cal(Red)

I

remote use
£17.9:
RT701101100w SWR FS Modulat~or
3 5-150 MHz Detachable coupler

[post atc 4 p I
£6.95 ACCESSORIES
380 CBIAMIFM Spl~tler

MOBILE-HOME-PORTABLE
AERIALS

Far 27 MHz and 144 MHz Bands
MOBILES (For Gutter or

I

LP30 Low pass filter
CX3A AE switchbox
CBOA Aer~alMatcher
NFlOM N o ~ s e f ~ l t ke r~ t
30 watt dummyload

WRTADLE SCOPE

I

1

Magmounts
Guttermounts
Angle Ball Mounts
M60 Base DU27
SHORT MOBILES WITH
MAGMOUNTS
CB 27 £6.95 : 9167
£5.95
OISAPPEARING ELECTRIC
T025~1thAMIFMSplinerM5.95
BASE AERIALS
GPA27
£22.95
RH
£9.95
S~lverRod
£21.95

-@2b&3
SCIIO IOMHZs~ncileBatterv
track scope Ideal for m o b l l e t e s t ~ n ~
wlth batter~es( m a d s and char er
£ 14.301
59.85

81

ZOHZ-lMMHZ FREQUENCY-

---

spot tests

- -

£95.45 loas

£19.95

Rubber Duck
£4.40
2 metre Rubber Duck (259) or
~BNCjc3.95each
2 0 2 metre W h ~ pwlth
Guttermount
£12.95
2MWH 2 metre W h ~ p(259) £5.95
NOTE: Home and moblle aerials etc.
callerr nnlv n l n m

battery operated counter
New f a c ~ l ~ t ~ £67.50
es

/

.7
-1-

1 6 - 2 5 0 M H z DIP METE
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With L-Day almost here
the F M vs A M
controversy still rages.
We also hear from a
none-too-amusedfolk
concert organiser, an
old breaker and receive
yet another suggestion
for improving reception
on multiband CB
monitors - the
simplest yet?

Hamming It Up
Dear CB,
It is entirely understandablewhy the radio
hams have been rather concerned about
the appearance of legalised CB.
I have been listening to the illegal A M
breakers, and in this area at least they
seem to be a rum lot.
Some monopolise a channel with
endless meandering chit-chat, while
others barge in on others transmissions
with stupid comments and bad language.
When CB is legalised I hope users will
be given an official call sign so that there
is not a profusion of Black Foxes and
Rubber Ducks in one area.
An operators' code of practice should
be given with each licence which might
prevent the present constant bickering
that occurs now with breakers starting to
transmit on a channel without finding out
if somebody is already using it.
I don't wish to spoil anybody's fun, but
chaos is the alternative.
Michael Burberry
Oxfordshire.

Side Issue
Dear CB,
What will happen to thesidebanders now
that HMG's new frequency will move into
their domain?With a year or so before the
skip dies down, things
- are looking very
black.
Rumour has it the new 934 MHz UHF
band will be used for future DXina. usina
satellites to bounce the signals-off, instead of the ionosphere. Maybe Citizens'
Band will be publishing something on this
in the future? It should be very interesting; 934 MHz may have something
to offer after all.
The Jackall
Hartlepool.
~

~

~

-

-

-

Look Alike Rigs
Dear CB,
Are we about to experience the same
situation with FM rigs as we have in the
past with TVs etc? This is typified by one
chassis inside numerous cases bearing
numerous names with numerous price
tags.
It was highlighted with your review of
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the Radiomobile 202 (September CB)
which looks a lot like the Cybernet Beta
3000which has been advertised at €85, as
opposed to the suggested price for the
202 at € 120.
How the extra €35 can be justified is
anybody's guess. Breakers beware, all
that glitters is not gold!
Andy Sutton
Cambridgeshire.

RIP AM?
Dear CB,
A M is dead! Unfortunately the United
Breakers' Association (UBA) don't think
so. However, it is an outdated mode: FM
is better!
The UBA have fought a great battle
against the powers that be but they are
living in the past. A M is not for the
eighties: FM is!
We want a national organisation for
CB users, not a hotch-potch of organisations. Unless such an organisation is set
up mayhem will prevail. The behaviour on
the bands at the moment is disgusting,
swearing is rife and having only one calling channel is stupid.
I propose the following. It must be implemented for CB to last:
0 A sensible set of rules for everyone to
adhere to.
0 One organisation controlling CB
users.
0 One national channel and three calling
channels.
0 40 channels FM and at least 80 channels SSB by 1983.
0 The use of the 28.5 amateur band, in
conjunction with the RSGB.
0 A working party to promote ideas,
made up from members of the RSGB
and the proposed National Association.
Chris Lee
Romford.

FMI (Folk Music
Interference)
Dear CB,
I noticed your magazine while browsing
in our local newsagent and noted your
address so that I could bring something

,

BACK CHAT
to your attention.
On threedifferent occasions in the past
10 days folk music concerts that I have
been involved with have been badly
disturbed by the voices of idiots jabbering
in fake American accents, being picked
up by the PA systems. In all cases, the
venues and PAS have been used many
times before.without this problem (in fact
one is right next to a police station).
Are you aware of the disruption that
you CB people cause by your cowboy
games? It may well be that rock and disco
PA systems will hardly be affected
because of the continuous high sound
levels, but for anything with quieter
passages this will be a growing problem
as, presumably, big businesses cash in to
sell everybody and anybody the latest toy
craze.
I am perfectly aware that there are
moreserious applications for CB, but you
and I know full well that there are many
people for whom this will be little more
than a game, regardless of the disturbance caused. Whey should others have
to invest large sums of money on new
equipment to prevent this happening? Is
there nothing that can be done at the
radio users end?
Ian Anderson
Folk Music Services
Farnham, Surrey.
Hopefully this kindof interferencewillnot
be so ~revalentwith the new FMsystem,
we shall wait and see. In the mehime,
use your commonsense and stay away
from events such as these that use
powerful PA systems.

Justice?
Dear CB,
Undoubtedly the most interesting letter I
have read recently is the piece written by
'7
Chris Crotti of Warrington (Sept 8
Backchat) concerning 'Old Breakers'.
This guy's got it sussed.
I have worked 27 AM for just over 2 %
years and truly believe we have been
given justice with FM, after all we only
need it for the interchange of helpful information and not to chat to someone
that you have been in the pub with all
evening.
When Ifirst started out on CB things
got a little hot at times with the PO (as
Mack The Hack might possibly remember) but things are now so slack that
some of the 'Muppets' are creating
havoc, knowing that the chances of getting caught are slim. Alright, we've been
taking risk of getting busted, until L-Day
anyway. This is a risk w e all accept, but
why should these spoonbrains get away
with this lunacy and spoil it for the more
serious breakers - one reason for the
old gang disappearing, in my view.
G. Clayton
Doncaster.

Monitors, The Last Word
Dear CB,
Further to your Backchat letters regarding the HH857/Hira/Flight multiband
monitors, I have yet another suggestion
as to how they can be improved.
The simplest method was missed by
your correspondents - there is no need
to purchase Rubber Duck antennas, or
solder crocodile clips etc. M y cure is to

twist the TV coaxial lead around the
receivers antenna two or three times. No
physical connections need be made.
Now I can listen to breakers both locally
and on the skip when the conditions are
right.
M Scivier
Epsorn.

Ferroline 27
Dear CB,
Iam writing in answer t o your plea for
help in last month's issue. On page 9,
Update, under the heading 'Anonymous
Antenna', you alsked for the address of
a company called GB&. The address is
as folows: C-Brit, Unit 3, Wembley
Commercial Estate, East Lane,
Wembiey, Madx.
A t this point I must make reference
t o one of your competitors - CB Radio
magazine.
In their September issue, a Mr
F,C.Judd said that he had been involved
in the designlspecification of an antenna
which would meet the legal requirements for the proposed 2 7 MKz
FM system. This was the Fernline 27
and I duly sent an SAE to the address
given for further details. Shortly after I
received those details which gave the
specifications, nearest dealer, but no
RRP (you quote f 2 8 ) and on the leaflet
three photographs showing theantenna
mounted. One of these was s h o W in
your article last month, but one thing
puzzles me: according to every summary o f t h e HO specifications
MPT7320 Ihave seen, it states that the
only permitted antenna system acceptable will be one that is no longer than
1.5 metres, and only base loading is permitted. The photographs of the Ferroline 2 7 clearly shows a lump halfway
up the antenna. Now, is this lump a fancy anti-static device or is it a loading
coil? If it is the latter, surely this antenna
will not comply with MPT13207 This
will mean that the only legal antennas
will be the K40, Bandit, Moonraker etc
- oh and a piece of wire not more than
1.5 metres long.
It would be interesting to hear your
views at a later date when you have
done some tests.
Keep up the good work you are doing for all of us who intend becoming
breakers and, I'm sure all those who are
breakers already. Iwill sign off with the
handle I intend using after L-Day: so
1 0 - 1 0 from the Cosmic Warrior.
Weymouth,
Dorset.

rllarine Radio And CB
lear CB.
see from your September 1981 issue
?atyou will be shortly running an article
n CB at SEA. Iam sure that as a responible magazine you are aware that the
larine Band has a built-in distress
ystem, and for their o w n safety all
hips radios should be of a marine type.
By all means, CBers, take your rigs
EI sea if you must (when it becomes
!gal) for fun but when it comes t o
istress (hopefully you won't need it)
7e most important factor in any SAR is
3 be able to have direct communication
~ith
the co-ordinators (in this country
IM Coastguard) and the casualty. The
ioral is if you want a first class rescue
t marine.
Itrust it is your intention to make this
lear in your article for the well-being of
0th rescuers and rescued.
1 P Gough
'wanage,
lorset.
hder no circumstances would we ever
?commend CB as an alternative to
tarine radio. However. on smallinshore
raft, river boats and small yachts
there a marine radio installation is imractical, orprohibitively expensive, CB
ffers a form of communication, where
one previously existed and surely, in an
lnergency any radio system is better
?an none at all. Remember that a
tarine transceiver can cost severalhunredpounds, which is a lot of mone y for
tost people. A CB rig, suitable for a
nail boat, will cost a fraction of that
~d enable many people who could not
fforda marine set-up to have access to
te airwaves, and hopefully access to
?meonewho could help in an emergeny. CB is widely used on boats in
candinavian countries for emergency
affic.

Thanks to Cosmic Warrior and the
dozens of other readers who wrote in
about C-Brit, We are planning a test of
this antenna for a future issue. As for
legality, at the moment our current
understanding of the specifications
precludes any kind of centre or top
loading. The Ferroline does appear to
have some kind of loading coil in the
whip. However, until we 've conducted
our tests w e cannot say yet whether or
not it does conform to MPT1320, SO
we'll let you know when we know.
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OUTPERFORMS ANY S l M l l A R
ANTENNA INCLUDING K-40 ON
PRICE AND PERFORMANCE.

+ Super good looking low silhouette

design.
Hand wound hand tuned coil in the
cup, protected against damage and the
weather.
Completely preassembled and
pretuned.
Jested at 500 Watts ...... rated at 100
Watts continuous.
60" stainless steel tapered wr
- no sprinq - increases
performance and distributes
shock evenlv.
Choice of cup colours to
7 complement your vehicle.
Complete with Super Mag ......
\\
the maqnet mount with 30090

*
*
)
*

*

P~OS
field tested

L

*

*
7
Persuader Antennas made by

J

-

\-

@

I

Full range of antenna
Incorporated base loaded
antennas and mountlng
hardware avallable.

140 Sandy Lane, Camp Hill, Birmingham.
Tel: 02 1-772 1994

DEALERS REOUIRED PHONE CALL OR WRITE.
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Further to our
comments a couple of
months ago about
some kind of unity
between CB clubs w e
are happy to report that
we're hearing of CB
associations being
formed almost daily.
What we need now is
some kind of national
body to represent the
interests of clubs up
and down the country
- any offers?

Catch a Rig Thief UK (CART)
To all CB Breakers
As a follow-up to the article published in
this magazine in July w e would like to inform you that the response we have had
has been tremendous and that many
more branches of our organisation are
being opened as a result of this much appreciated publicity. We are hoping that
eventually our organisation willcover the
whole of the UKand thus offerprotection
to you at/ by acting as a deterrent to prospective rig thieves.
As explained in our previous article
the CART organisation is purely voluntary and is also non-profit making.
The badges of both our supporters
and representa tives are shown here.
These may be obtained from EL Cid on
application for membership. The price is
50p for supporters'badges and f 7.50 for
representa tives'. l t should be pointed out
that representatives must be over 78 and
have no criminal record for theft.
Applicants for membership will each
receive a full list of serial numbers up to
date, and also information on how to set
up CART in your own areas.
The CART organisation is also interested in discovering whether any confiscated rigs have been resold. To do this
we would ask that all breakers who have
had their rig confiscated give the serial
vumber to their club secretary for forwarding to CART. CART will then compile a
complete list so that any resold rig can be
traced.
Should you require further informati0n please contact:
Mr P Duggan (EL CID)
Chairman
CART (UK)
72 Wood Street,
Ilkeston,
Derbyshire DE7 8GE.

The Garath Payne Appeal

I

I

CITIZEN BAND
RADIO ASSOCIATION
Membership Card

-

poflEOS

BAR CH.14

-

11

My committee would like to thank aN the
CB clubs who have donated sums of
money ranging from £70 to L5W to our
Appeal. We are trying to raise the vast
sum of f40,CW to send a iwo-year old
child, Garath Payne, who lives in Lye,
Stourbridge, West Midlands, to Denver
Colorado, USA for a liver transplant.
To date we have managed to raise
approx f29,,500, approx f7,m being
donated by Breakers' Chbs throughout
the country. We know that w e have a
very hardstruggle to reach our target, but

with the help of the generous good buddies we will reach our ob~ective.Please
keep the good work up and keep the
cheques rolling in, and may you all earn
the freedom of the air, which you so
rightly deserve. AN donations to The
Garath Payne Appeal Fund, The Castle
Inn, Balds Lane, Lye, Stourbridge,
West Midlands. Tel Lye 2799.

Herts Citizens' Band Radio
Association
Let us introduce ourselves. We are the
Herts CB Radio Association IHCBRA).
We have formed this association so that
we can join together all of the CB clubs in
the county of Hertfordshire as an association.
We would like other clubs in the
county to become affiliated to our
association so that breakers from other
clubs can drop in and meet us, or drop in
to any of the other clubs that are part of
the affiliation.
As so many small clubs have been
formed in Hertfordshire, w e think it
would be a good idea for us all to get
together and form one big organisation.
We do not wish to interfere in any way in
the running of affiliated clubs, working
on the same lines as the Working Mens'
Clubs, providing valuable assistance not
only to the members but also the clubs involved. Just think of it - so many clubs
combined together would enable us to
organise some very special 'get
togethers'.
As a service to the affiliated clubs we
orovide regular newsletters detailing
events of club local and national interest
end through the exchange of ideas w e
hope that w e can help organise bigger
snd better social events, charity and
fund-raising activities and possibly
wtergency assistance, in co-operation
tvith the emergency monitoring organisations such as REACT and THAMES. We
aim to develop and administer certain
public information oroiects andoublicise.
with the aid of localp~essetc, the poten:
tial benefits and proper use of CB radio
for individuals, organisations, local industry schools etc.
All affiliated clubs and their members
who become part of the association may
oarticipate in any other clubs activities,
with the agreement of the clubs in question of course.
We only charge our own members a
{oining fee - clubs pay nothing, w e only
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ask that you include HCBRA on your
membership cards and paperwork and
likewise, we willinclude your club in all of
our handouts, publicity notices etc.
If any clubs would like any further information on the HCBRA then write to us
at:
HCBRA
c/o Strafford Arms Public House,
Mutton Lane,
Potters Bar,
Herts.

Newark Breakers' Club
On Sunday, 24th May, we held a sponsored 10-mile walk in which the Minster
Town club aided our cause. With a lot of
effort, blisters, twisted muscles and the
mental breakdowns we had started our
account rolling with a figure of £629.
We then decided w e would hold our
own Summer Fayre behind the Maple
Leaf public house, alias the 'Canadian
Flag', which is where we hold one of our
eyeballs. After about two months'
preparation w e were ready for the big
day, Saturday:6th June, and in the lap of
the Gods regarding the weather. We had
side stalls, a ducking stool, medieval
stocks, a cafk stall, horse rides, a tombola, skittles, a hot dogstall, ajunkstall, a
fairground courtesy of Steve Gray of
Long Bennington, a Karate demonstration by the Shotokan Karate club, a six
team tug-o-war competition, which was
eventually won by a worn out team from
the Lincoln Breakaway club, anda disco.
Aftera day of reasonable weather w e had
finally raised a further 1375towards our
cause.
At the end of all this hard work and
lots of fun w e had finally reached our
target of f l,MN for the Gateway Club
with £4 extra.
We asked our Lady Mayor, Mrs Dobson, to present the cheque to the
Gateway Club on our members 'behalf on
2nd September at the 'Canadian Flag'
which she very kindly did for us.
The Committee of the Newark
Breakers' Club would like to thank all the
people who donated and helped to make
this a success and prove that CB is not
just an implement for TVI.
JWT Ledger
Newark Breakers' Club
c/o 173 Barnby Gate,
Newark,

Associated Breakers' Club
Bolton
The ABC stands for the Associated
Breakers' Club in Bolton. It was formedin
February this year and is a serious
breakers' club and social. The reason for
the name associated is so that we can be
in contact with all the other clubs in the
area.
To date w e have raised .C2W for the
Guide Dogs for the Blind Appeal by staging outdoor events like a tug-o-war and
welly throwing contest against a local
club.
The club meets every Monday night,
7.30 till 9.30 at the Aquarius Club where
we have a good ratchet. A t the moment
w e are discussing ways of sorting out TVI
and misuse of CB in our area. After 9.30
there is either a disco, group, singer or
some kind of entertainment till midnight.
We charge 50p t o visitors to cover our
costs and all newcomers are made
welcome but they must be over 18.
Breakers are encouraged to eyeball
other breakers in the club and w e are also
open to advice and comments from other
CB clubs for the good of CB in general.
Eric Openshaw (PRO)
528 Lever Edge Lane,
Bolton
(Tel Bolton 653442).

Central England Breakers'
Association
The CEBA was formed in March of this
year. A t present the club has well over
600 members with many new members
joining each week.
Our meetings are held every Tuesday
night at the Staffordshire Volunteer.
Membership is £1.70 for life and 2Op each
week for subs.
Since the club was formed we have
organised a number of fancy dress
events, discos, film shows, singers and
fox hunts. In the near future we hope to
be holding a treasure hunt.
Two months ago we started a yardof-ale competition between the
members: it wentso well that w e decided
to make up a drinking team. We then had
a large shield made and sent out a few
challenges to other clubs, and so far w e
haven't lost a challenge, or our shield.
Any clubs wishing to take up our
challenge, or anyone else wanting to find

out more about CEBA should write to us
at the following address:
Central England Breakers'
Association
Staffordshire Volunteer,
Collingswood Road.
Bushbury,
Wolverhampton.

CB Search And Rescue UK
As we are all aware, every CB club has
members who are interested in the
welfare of Channel 9 monitoring and the
active participation on 10-33s. CB Search
and Rescue is a newly formed group of
volunteers which started in the Yorkshire
area and it is our intention t o approach
every CB club in the area and introduce
our ideas and procedure. We are well
aware that most clubs have their own
methods of dealing with 1033' but what
w e are trying to do is to combine the efforts of all the different clubs.
Every club will be classed as a different section and each club will cover
the 7033s within its own area, while
every assistance will be available from the
other sections if required. I would like to
suggest that every club appoints a section leader who will be able to organise an
effective team and also be prepared to attend a general meeting once a month.
This meeting will be to discuss 7033s
which have taken place and also t o exchange various club ideas and events for
fund raising for charity and to discuss
what we can do for CB in general.
1 hope that with the assistance of interested clubs, w e can produce an
emergency service second to none, and
that we can form an alliance between
breakers throughout Great Britain.
Copies of the emergency procedure
that we have adopted are available on
request.

Policy of the Organisation
I . To assist all members of the general
public whenever possible.
2. .TOprovide an effective team of trained
volunteers t o assist local authorities. ie
police, fire and ambulance services,
with first aid, traffic control, accident
and search procedure.
3. To assist Hospital Authorities and
Social Services with transport and
manpower for the disabled and aged.
4. To maintain a respected alliance between CB and members of the public
and local authorities at all times.
Kenneth E Elbourne (Jersey Bean)
National Co-ordinator
CB Search and Rescue
13 Hastings Avenue
Wa kef ield
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CLUB
DIRECTORY
Secretary: Lady Go-Diver.
The Beckets,
Southborough Lane,
Bromley,
Kent.
Mons 8pm.

-

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
MILTON KEYNES CITY BREAKERS

All the newly Chairman: W Weir,
Buckfast Avenue,
registered English, 2West
Bletchley,
LANCASHIRE
Welsh, Scottish and Milton Keynes.
CBA MANCHESTER
Irish CB clubs are
Please note that the above club has no#
CHAPEL
SIDEBAND
RADIO
GROUP
been clissolved as of 7th July 1981.
featured in this Secretary: Ron Shatwell,
month's Club PO Box 2,
LElCEl
Whaley Bridge,
H WEST LEICESTERSHIRE
Directory. If you wish Stockport,
KERS CLUB
Cheshire.
cr;'
to register
your
club
in
s e c r e t . ,.
Weds 8pm. Roebuck.lnR.
the country's leading cLevElaNo
CO
A
I S67
~ woad
de
~ Vla ZStreet,
OUC~,
Leics LE6 5EL.
'IubDirectory drop us" CLEVELANDS' RADIO 16 BREAKERS
a line at our usual PRO:
tittle Mole.
REYNARDS BREAKI
PO Box 29,
PR: Rythmn Rocker,
address, giving details s ~ o ~ ~ ~ o ~ . o ~ - T ~ ~ s/
,
PO Box 149.
of contact address, C'eve'and.
r linn..Endarbv.
-..--.-,.
SOUTH TEES D>
place and time of -t~ecrexary:Steve
meetings and a f e w p T e w n e v Road
BREAl
tston.
words on what the clulb Cleverand.
lith.
members get up c
t
ESSEX 5=
.r-.

-

PmnrAkhA

"
,
,
I
U,
"
"
.
.

-

-

WESTCLIFF BRE
Chairma~
n: C Hull
54 glen^~ o o d
Av,
WestcliflI-on-See,
Essex.

....,

GLOUCESTERSk

*
)I.
--

Pasture Road,
Mort,ton Wirral,
Mera~eyside.
Moms 8pm.

VALLEY BREAKERS STROUD
Secretary: Hattersley,
24 Highfield Road,
Stroud GL5 1ES.

VICTORY BREAKERS
Chairman: The Rebel,
77 Deerhurst Crescent,--./Paulsgrove,
Portsmouth.
Hants.

MIDDLESEXHEART O ~ A BRE
K AKERS CLUB
,ow
the HOBO BREiAKERS
.-N
PR: Soarlet Lady,
c/o The Albert
W i n e s Road. West.
Sunbury,
Middlesex.

SOUTHAMPTON BREAKERWAY 79
CLUB
PR: J C Jordan,
93 Outer Circle Aldermoor,
Southampton,
Hants SO1 6GX.

FISH TOWN INDEPENDENT BREAKERS
President: CU12,
c/o Lynton Hotel,
Taylors Avenue,
Cleethorpes.
S Humberside.
KENT
THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND DX CLUB

&
.--

NORTH WALSHAM BREAKERS CLUB
PRO: W M Hurren,
Bankside,
Lower Street,
Southrepps.
Norwich,
Norfolk N R l l 8UB.

GENERAL BREAKERS CB CLUB
Secretary: S Stevenson,
8 Caulston Gardens,
Bullwall,
Notts.
Suns 7.30, The Old General,
Radford Road.
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ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, WALES, N. IRELAND

7

NORTH NOn'S CHARITY BREAKERS
Secretary: Sweepy,
40 Eldon Street,
Tuxford,
Newark,
Nottinghamshire.
TRENT BREAKERS
c/o Damark Marina,
Gunthorp,
Nottingham.

Wilts.

WINDY ClTY BREAKERS
Secretary: Mrs T Guthrie.
19 Lochlibo Crescent,
Barrhead,
Glasgow.

-

WHISKEY MIKE MIKE CLUB
Secretary: Babycham,
PO Box 11,
Calne,
Wilts S N l l OHD.
WORCESTERSHIRE

SQUARE WHEELS BREAKERS CLUB
Chairman: Firelighter,

O
X
F
O
R
D
S
H
I
R
E
=
r
ABINGDON GAOL BREAKERS
New Address:
62 Wooltan Road,
Abingdon.
Oxfordshire.

Redditch.
YORKSHIRE -L
f H~

-*/

CBSEARCH
AND RESCUE UK
N I I I?n.ndirurnw. Y a n m A E h n n

u n s

CARDIFF 6 DISTRICT BREAKERS
Secretary: G Kemp-Philip,
80 Richards Terrace.
Roath,
Cardiff.
LOWER RHONDDA BREAKERS CLUB
PORTH
Secretary: Steve Bradshaw,
40 Birchqrove Street,
norgan.
)WN 6 DISTRICT BREAKERS
n: Red Leader,
P Street,

Three Salmons Hotel.

INE BREAKERS CLUB
y; Texas Queen,

I,
xgus,
m.
\.

SIERRA LIMA CLUB
I,

8.
IT28 2LT.

SIERRA CB CLUB
f: Blue Max,
n Street,

Secretry: Goldfinger,
32 Ebrington Avenue,
Solihull,
West Midlands 892 8HU.

r-----------------------------.
A CITIZENS^ BAND CLUB DIRECTORY REGISTRATION FORM!
I

I
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .( ) I
CHAIRMAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(. )I
Ilsecretary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .( . I
IPRContact . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(
)I
I
1contact ~ d d r e s s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (. 1I
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.
. N o . . . . . . . . . . '1I
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(Tel
(MEETING PLACE. DAY ANDTIME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (.
1I
/CLUB NAME

HALFWAY BREAKERS
Secretary: Butterfly,
12 Moot Lane.
Downton,
Salisbury,
Wilts.
JACKDAW ClTY BREAKERS
Secretary: Pacemaker,
The Rose and Crown,
Lea.
Nr Malmesbury,
Wilts.
Alt Suns, Rose & Crown.
NORTH WILTS DX CLUB
Secretary: K C Williams,
20 Willows Avenue,
Swindon,
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Posltlon In club. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .II
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (committee
.
members only please) i

(No. of members.

i eelr rub etc

IPleare mark ( * I information that may be published.

I

Never before in the history of Citizens' Band magazine have we ever
offered you a T-shirt. As you can see, it has been custom designed
with leaalisation firmlv in mind. You can wear vour CB T-Shirt safe
in the howledge thai it does not render you liable to prosecution
under the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949 & 1968. We absolutely
guarantee that it will not interfere with hospital paging systems or
model aircraft, nor will it be liable to seizure under the Customsand
Excise Management Act.
How To Order
We have devised a number of different ways to relieve you of your
money including cheques, postal orders and credit cards. Each
T-Shirt (you can have Sweatshirts too, if you want to be awkward)
will be despatched within 14 days of receipt of your order. Just fill
out the form below and don't forget to include full remittance, plus
the appropriate postage and packing, and we'll do the rest.

I Yes Please. I would like t o be the first kid o n m y block t o
1 o w n . . . . .T-ShirtsISweatshirts (Delete as ap-

M y NameIHandle is:

......................

( plicable)

M y AddressIHome 20 is

I
I I eat Shredded Wheat regularly and Ia m a:
I Small Person (34136) . . .
I Medium Person (36138) . . .
I Big Person (38140) . . .
I (Tick the type of person that you are)

(BLOCK CAPITALS)

urwrnrua

Send your order to:
CB Tee-Shirt Offer,
citizens' Band, 146 Charing
Cross Road, London WCZH OEE.

i

I
.................... I

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II

I have enclosed

f..........

M y AccessIBarclaycard NOis:

I
I

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1

Please Note. Postage for T-shirts is 30 pence. Sweatshirts 50 pence.

I
II

b p e a ker S
Buying an extension speaker for your
CB rig can work out fairly expensive:
f 1 0 to f 1 5 is about the going rate for
anything that could justifiably replace
the speaker already built into most rigs.
This month we show a circuit that
will allow you to use one of the
speakers used in most in-car stereo
systems which normally have thesame
8 ohm impedance as CB speakers.
The switch S1 has two positions. In
the 'CB' position the output from one
channel of the stereo is disconnected
from its speaker and connected across
a 1 0 ohm resistor to protect the output
circuitry on the stereo system. The out-

put from the extension speaker socket
of the CB rig is then connected t o the
speaker which acts as an extension
speaker for the CB rig in the normal
way.
When the switch is moved to the
'Stereo' position the output from the
CB rig is connected across the 1 0 ohm
,resistor and the stereo is connected t o
the speaker in the normal way.
The resistor and the switch should
cost less than f 1 to buy, which is considerably less than thecost of a new extension speaker.
Design by D J Black

CONVENTIONAL SET - UP
EXISTING SYSTEM

L

TIP POSITIVE
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EXPRESS ELECTRONICS
To go with the right
product range, we
want Sole Distributors in your
area (some exceptions).
Specially manufactured C.B.
units to U.K. specification.
Backed by a very large national
advertising campaign for you to
increase your profits. National
advertising starts October 1981
Demand will be high. Don't
miss out.

-

GO WITH CB
Heading for the border?
you can still buy mail order!
Let us rush you the FREE
illustrated catalogue.
"CHOICES- MORE, PRICES- LOWER"
-

.--------------------NAME ................................................
ADDRESS .............................................

DEPT C.B.D. EXPRESS ELECTRONICS. 256 CHURCH
LANE, COLDEN COMMON WINCHESTER SO21 ITW

NOTICE

We are now takrng orders for legd 27mHz FM rlgs
Due to heavy demand rlgs w ~ lbe
l ava~lableon a first come
first served bas~sonly By or-dering today you can ensure you
are one of the first legal breakers
Send a crossed cheque payable to P& S Electrical
stat~ngthe type of r-lgrequ~redto the Box number below
We w ~ ldespatch
l
your- rlg w ~ t h ~days
n of legalization You w ~ l l
receive an ofictal I-ecelpt and your money 1s fully rekindable
should we not be able to f~ilfilyour order:
Orders to:- P b S Electrical, Box No. 10, ASP Ltd,
145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.

Type A
Type B
Type C

Mob~leR I- ~Squelch Volume On/Off Sw~tch
N o PA L72 62 ncudlngVAT& P.'P
Mobile Rig - Squelch. RF Ga~n.
CBiPA, DeltaTune
LEQ 34 lncludlngVAT & PI'P
Mob~leRig - Squelch, RF Ga~n,
CB/PA, Channel 9
priority, DeltaTune, SIRF Meter EXT/IN Speaker

RX/TX L~ghtL88 95 ~ncludlngVAT& P/P

Type D

Base Statron.- Squelch, RF Ga~n.
Tone Control.
DeltaTune. S/RF Meter: RX/TX L~ghtL116 48
~ncludln~i
VAT & PIP
u
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With J.W.R9s
Big Range
for Breakers.
Over 450 listed iterns

/

'
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retailer, you'll be selling the
brand that's recognised
throughout Europe as the
cream of CB antennas.
For quality, reliability, price
and back-up service, HMP
antennas are top of the range.
They'll be supported by
national advertising and an
impressive show
of promotional
material-point-of-

When CB's are legalised,
the market for antennas will
boom along with the
demand for CB equipment.
Shellpost Ltd. ,HMP's
sole U.K. agents, gives you a
golden opportunity to
become part of the dealer
network and take advantage
of lucrative sales.
As an HMP

1-

V

-

SHELLPOSTm
:
-the electronic source r , ~ , ~ , ~ , , , , , ~ , ~ , , ~
Address

I
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Post to Shellpost Ltd., 185The Rock, Bury. Lancashire.

I
I
I
I
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ICs AND TRANSISTORS FOR
TRANSCEIVERS
2SC 1306
2SC 1307
2SC 1957

1+
.98
1.64
.48

50 +
.89
1.48
.44

100 +
.83
1.38
.41

CHANNEL
ONE
/
\\\yw/

s%?:

LC 7120
MB 3712
PLL 02A
TA 7205P
TA 7310P
UPC 1156 -H2
UPC 1182

7.03
1.28
5.32
1.25
1.04
2.56
1.67

6.37
1.16
4.82
1.14
.95
2.32
1.51

5.93
1.08
4.49
1.06
.88
2.16
1.41

All prices EXCLUDE VAT.
Please Include .50 pence for Carriage for all mail
orders.
Send SAE for full list.

f 7.25

mc. post

Packing

A complete k i t (52") w i t h D V 27 aerial is o n l y ...

fL.12.25

inc. Post & Packing

ALSO AVAILABLE

9 t l kits - only ... f

'

CB OPERATORS G U l O I

4m95

inc. Post &
Packing

Strutt Ltd.

)

'""

52" for l o f t
~nstallationt o
reception.
Pretuned t o accept DV27s
and FI RESTICK aerials.

n.75a

~

n

~xksw

, IYLLRA.CI

WAL~CIIOCI~IISMS
ALL

-I-I

-L-

JUST TWO BOOKS
FROM OUR
EXTENSIVERANGE
PLEASE TELEPHONE OR WRITE
TODAY FOR FURTHER DETAILS
OF OTHER TITLES

AII w l c n ,nctud,
VAT

8 . n MANUAL OF SSB

f2.55
post a
Packin!

Barley Market St. Tavistock,
Devon. PL19 OJF.
Tel: 0822-58W5247 Telex: 45263.

HAMMERSMITH
CB CENTRE
T WITH THE BEST

Once your registration is accepted,we won't allow
anyone else to register the same handle. Don't delay,
make sure your application reaches us first!
Your registration fee incudes: life
CBC GB laminated personal
badge

life protection of your Handle.

I payable to CBC GB for E6.50to Include registrat~on,mem1

Name

v

I Address
I Handle
I
Please allow 21 days for delivery -fee returned ~freg~stration
refused.
I
I CBC GB
A1 Ihelme of Komglo prer~.of nmoHeoce l o oprrdlc !nlporl or ~ n S b l l a ounllcenied IranrrnNrr ~nIhr.
UK
reafsesthts aoo ponrsout thalol i5nol our de',vberalemtenl~on
toencourage the tllejinl
use 01 CB equwnent

TRANSCEIVERS
The only make with built-in SWR and polarity protection.
from f79.95.
Book your set now and be the first with a legal rig of quality.
We also have a large selection of mibile and base accessories at
very good prices. Mail order list available. Trade enquiries
welcome.

HAMMERSMITH CB CENTRE
216, King Street,
Harnrnersrnith,
London W6.
Tel: 01-748 6982.
Open: 7 days a week.
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Hand.hcld Invaders Gamer available (19 96

OLYMPIA HHP 1010
L57 21

/

Normal Prrce

N O W REDUCED TO

E34~.

ELECTRON~C
- --DOOR
BELL TI9

r
I

Normal Price

70

N O W REDUCED TO

1

!

!

r

Playa 24 d8llerenl tuner
w l l h r e p a r a l e speed
conlral and volume
conlral Se!ecl I h r mas1

3m.r rccr,,orl,.,rlll

-THE OLYMPIA - P(

r

bc*~.,~.lbl*I,,rr

,",hF"*..

PRESTEL
VIEWDATA

TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINE
Thls telephone answering machme 6 manulaeturud by O l y r n p ~ rBusmess Machmes. a n e a t rhm
lhrgest O l l ~ c aEqumprnenr manufaeturrtb 80 the U K 11 1s lully POST OFFICE APPROVED and w l H
answer and record rnessages lor 24 hours a day W t l h your remaw call 8" bleepcr you can rreclrl
these massages by lelephonewhereveryauare on r!?eworld The r e m o l r call-onblceprraclwarcr rhe
Answer/Record Uml. w h c h wmll a l vaur comrnrlnd renaal rnelsaqcs. k e e or
~ erase I h r m . and 8s
dclwmed l r o m a n w h e l r tn IIW
world or on wur f r l u r n to ,our nan8;or ~ V e I
r he tr!.vch~lrer.m d l w
be ussdtor ~mwrragrrelrrral.11v o u l ~ a v r ~ n u r g e n t ~ p p o ~ n ~D..!
m e.Iraamrcl~n:l.ln
rl
oonporlsnlcd'
s m d b re~ord
In" r r h o w n u m h w and l x n l on arwr , ~ cdn
c
nv re0chr.0 L: 11,
on., ce.11 1

d a d adaptor a*#nvlyvluqb lnlu lllr ,lrr#al
sockel 01 your ~ r l t w b ~ o
and
n enable5 rau la
recrlvr I h v Pr~',I~'IbV#cwddld rcrv8cr rn
calaur or hldck & w h ~ w
Faalur..

-

S m p l ~ l ~ e d c m l mt n~ qr u ~ hP ~ S Y0 ~ 1 . 1 1 m Syennl plaphlCL I O I ~
lorU
nmgh
W
wsoIulr~w
S1dc YI
Inr a11 mmaomccsra cnnlrallrl
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Multiteatem iw . m -V

-500ma10amp
AC currenl
loamp
200
Res~slance- 0 - 2 0 ohms - 2 0 0 ohms - 5 K ohms
2 0 0 K ohms
5 mag ohm
'ohms - 5 0 K ohms
- 5 0 meg ohms
Aa trmalamr tmmmr
HFE 0 - 5 (NPNI - PNP)
ICO 0 - 5 ua (NPN - PNPl
178x 140 x 7 0 m m
Dms Please add 30p P . P per unil order an MT 2 0

-

L -1

-

-

Mukitester

You must be, or you wouldn't
be reading this. But do you know
about the exciting things you can
do if vou become a licensed radio
I/
amateu;? Like talkinn to ~ e o ~on
l ethe
other side of the w6rldl'ex~hanging
pictures by television, and experimenting
on frequency bands up to microwave,
or with satellite communications!

1.ooOopv
ACvol~s 0 - 5 - 1 5 0 - 5 0 0 1000
DCvolls
0-15-150-500-1000
DC current 0 - 1 ma - 1 5 0 ma
Rcs~s~ance0 - 2 5 Kohms - 1 0 0
K ohms

90x61 x30mm

Dams

\I

Please add 3 0 p P P per u'n~lorder as MT

~,u~o","vter
AC m i l s
DC voila

C currclll
cr

It's not as difficult as you might
think.. . want to find out more?
Then read Britain's No. 1 magazine
for the radio enthusiast.

- 10 - 5 0 - 1 0 0 - 2 5 0 - 5 0 0 - 1 0 0 0
- 0 5 - - 5 -- 2 5 - 1 ? 5 - 2 5 0 - 5 0 0
1000
0 - 50 ma - 0 5 ma - 2 5 0 ma
0 - 3 K ohma - 3 0 0 k ohm\ - 3 "reg
- 7 0 to ~ 6 db
3
l?lx90x32mm
PIwar add 30p P P per un8t order as MT 7
0

il

,A

e-..
Headphones

8 ohms
rrl
. ? ? o n 0 HZ
3 5 0 ynrs

NORTH BR
BANBURY OXON axle OTF.
TELEPHONE BANBURY C02BSJ3677

ao

COPY THIS!!

SIMPLE LOW COST INSURANCE FOR ALL
RlGS AND ACCESSORIES
We are pleased to offer ALL RISKS (loss or damage by any cause)
INSURANCE COVER for the owners of CB Rad~oequ~pment.Cornpetitwe
rates, minlmum formal~ty,under-wr~ttena1 Lloyds.

...............................................
Annual premlumf9IOctober '81-August W )
*Sumlnrureduptof#)O ...............................................
*Suminrureduptom

Annual premlumf 13,76(0ctoberIl-August '82)

Simply complete the application form and forward, with the appropriare
premium. COVER WILL COMMENCE IMMEDIATELY ON RECEIPT Cert~ficates
are normally ~ssuedby return of post.

Main exclurlonr: Lorn or damage-(1lFrom roft top vehlcler, motor
cyclea or rcootem (2110 car aerlalr (3)By confiecation (4)By electrical
breakdown or derangement.. The flrst f10 of each and every claim.

.

J.L. BARKER b CO.
llnrurance Services)
Wa, Shambles,
York YO1 2CK.
COMPETITIVE RATES FOR INSURANCE OF WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
PREMISES AND STOCKS. PHONE FOR DETAILS (0904) 37677.

...............................................................

NAME

............................................................
.....................................................................

ADDRESS

EQUIPMENT DETAILS

..............................................................
.............................................................
SERIAL NO:. .........................................................
VALUE:. .............................................................
MAKE:

MODEL:

........
...................................................... CB/11/81

RlGS FOR SALEAll types of 27 M H z A M
and legal FM equipment.
Openly for sale;
Customs duty paid.
Open 7 days a week.

PREMIUM ENCLOSED: f..
DATE:

ORPINGTON 22491
CITIZENS' BAND NOVEMBER 1-1

RATES

All advertisements in this section must
be pre-paid.
Closing Date: 3rd Fri. month preceding
publication.

1-3insertions f6.00 per scc
4-1 1 insertions E5.50 per scc
12+ insertions f 5.00 per scc
21p per word (Min. 15 words)
Box NO.£2.00 extra
SENDTOCB CLASSIFIED

145CHARlNGCROSS ROAD, LONDON WC2H OEE.

ENGRAVED HANDLE BADGES are
easy t o produce and highly profitable
with a Gravograph Engraving Machine
- Beech 8 Son Ltd., Meridian House,
Swanley, Kent. Tel: 0 3 2 2 - 6 3 2 1 1.
TOP QUALITY HANDLE BADGES in
two ply "Gravoply" Plastic are hard
wearing, stain resistant and available in
five sizes, Round or Oblong and in over
thirty different colour combinations ideal for use with Gravograph Engraving Machines and Hot Blocking
Machines - Beech 8 Son Ltd., Meridian House, Swanley, Kent. Tel:
0322-632 1 1.
H WAVE BASE DIPOLE E 1 0 . 5 0
and lots more goodies;
AVANTI. HIGH GAIN, TURNER rigs.
Wa have been in the twig business for 24 years
AAC LTD.. 1 3 2 Herman HIII, E18.
01-5308118.

PLASTIC MEMBERSHIP CARDS
I\CI tIDI\G

I

CXSGLI A A T W O R X SETUP PACKING

IDEAL FOR
CB CLUB CARDS
FOR

IUKE SAMPLES & OUDKR W R M

I

I

TEL: 01-437 1002Ext. 50.

CITIZENS' BAND
The Briiishguide to CB radio
Contained within this comprehensiveguide is an
introduction for the beginner to CB radio in the UK; an
impresswe set of glossaries with over 1.500 entries
explaining all the popular UK CB terminology and eight
appendiceslisting the frequencies. Ten-, 0-and
Thirteen-codes, the phonetic alphabet, abbreviations.
reception quality and police codes.

ISBN 0 9507133 2 5

ONLY f2.10 ( +3q, UK P&P)

ANTI-T.V.I. C.B. base station aerials,
half wave dipoles f 3 0 complete.
Leaflet SAE, Anti-T.V.I. guide f 1.
G2DYM
Aerials,
Beerdown,
Uplowman, Tiverton, Devon.

JACKSON PUBLICATIONS.
36 M O A T ROAD, LOUGHBOROUGH.
L E l l 3 P N . LEICS.

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS GROUP Personal introductions/dances, parties,
talks, social events. Meet interesting
attractive people. All Areas. Tel: 0 5 1
9 3 1 2 8 4 4 ( 2 4 Hrs).

HERE ARE THE IIC NOS.
YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING
FOR

CALLING ALL CLUBS - Stickers,
Patch Badges, Posters, Pens, QSL
Cards, Key Fobs, Pennants and much,
much more. Supplied to your design.
Royal Wedding yeai QSL cards in stock
- 6 for f 1 .OO plus 2 0 p PBP. Raymac
Display, National Works, Bath Road,
Hounslow, Middx. Tel: 0 1 - 5 7 0 9 1 1 6.
HANDLECARDS 1000 f7.20 Q.S.L.
CARDS 5000 f38. (S.A.E. samples).
C.B.Print, 8 9 Derwent Street, Consett, DH8 8LT.

Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms
and conditions printed on the advertisement rate
card (available on request).

I

The BEST recording available for the
beginner or experienced Breaker.
This LP cassene tells you i n simple
language EVERYTHING YOU NEEDTO
KNOW TO MAKE A BREAK.
Approved by many Breakers Clubs
Price f3.50 including PBP.
MINDPOWER RECORDS (CBB),
3CANONS FIELD, WELWYN, HERTS

available from

TA7205P .............................. C2.35sach.
MB3712............................... C2.35each.
TA 7310P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..C2.30
.
...
T A 72p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C2.85
LA 3350... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C2.35
..
All fullv tested and new. Terms: Cash with order plus
P ~ P ~ P .
We shall soon be stocking power transistors.
Please let us know your requirements.
Wr~tefor quantity discounts of 10 up pieces per line
item.
2 ~ ~ 2 0 equiv
7 8 to 2SC1306. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C2.80
.
LC7120.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .C5.90
.

.
.

LC7130... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . C5.60

I

LC7131 ...................................
C5.70
The above4nos. avallable 3 weeks. all other Items
delivery by return.

R. Guess Electronics,

13 Crabtree Hse, Archery Rd,

FAST
BLOWN YOUR RIG?
REPAIRS AND FITTING
AND YOUR 20.
01-467 4879
NEW FORCE LTD
Trade CB spares full range of IC'S crystals transistors etc
In stock now
Tel: 05Telex: 9R505
We buy bigger You buy cheaper
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St Leonards-on-Sea, East Sussex
TN38 OYN.
"Attention breakers cure TVI interference
problems with our three position relay controlled
,variable power reducer hundreds already sold
bargainprice f8.qPostage packing f1.25 Ring
Derby W32-515613.
"NEED POSTAL FINANCE FOR YOUR RIG?
HOLD A CHEQUE CARD? - SALISBURY
(0722)24942. EVENINGIWEEKENDS.
"SEND YOUR COUNTRY FLAG with your
next QSL - Union Jack, Irish Tri-Colour, St.
Andrews Cross or the Welsh Flag - 1 %" x 1" on
sticks - 50 flags - f2.90 inc. PBP. Send
cheque/PO t o Wilcur Enterprises, 35,
Woodview, Pinecroft, Douglas, Cork, Ireland.

ELECTRONIC CLEARANCE
PACKS
HUGE SCOOP PURCHASE

Containing Transistors, capaciters,
resistors, pets, switches, radio and
audio items, connectors, relays and
many electronic devices. Must be worth
over £20 per pack. Our price f 5 car.
£ 1.75
J U M B O PACK. Must be worth over
f50.Our price £10 car. f2.50.Money
back if not delighted.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE
GREEN CAT?
100(Ysof components (CB, Radio and
Electronic). Aerials, plugs, SWR
meters, and accessories at unbelievably
low prices. Something for everyone.
Send 35p P.O. or cheque for list and
receive FREE C.B. G i .
MYERS. (Dept CB), 12 Harper
Street, Leeds LS2 7EA. Tel: 4!2045.

SEND A STAMP for a price list of CB
accessories. L o w prices t o p quality.
Aerials
FOREMAN'S
31,
W A T L I N G ST.,
DV n.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~4.50
BEXLEYHEATH, KENT. Mail Order Only.
T40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r40...........................f22.36f22.36
Rubber Duck. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£8.90
HANDLE TAGS
Mikes
Ham Master 4200. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f25.77
.
Your handle hand-cut in real
Home Base Mike. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .f 14.00
cowhide. Use as key ring or
Turner M M U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .f22.M)
hang it anywhere!
Accessories
Power Supply 3.5Amp.
f 12.50
.
SWR Meters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .f6.75
Von-Sus Aerial. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f. 14.50
>A Horn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .f4.50
100 Wan Graphic Equalissr. ........f37.M)
Bremi 25 Wan Burner. ............f21.75
%tension Speakers. ..............f2.75
State handle and d o u r choice:
'IUS lots, lots more.
tan, dk brown, red, blue &green.
411ow f2 P&P on all small items, aerials etc,
Ir telephone for postage before ordering.
Leather handle belts available f6.00
FREE CB BADGE WlTH ALL ORDERS
T e r n : money with order.
OVER E 10.
Orders despatched by return post.
MATCON LTD
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
PETE KELLY
MAYLAND, ESSEX
CRAFT MARKET
0621 740216
CHURCH LANE
or call in for an eyeball

...........

BARNSTAPLE N. DEVON

EXPORT
SURPLUS OFFER

MODULATE

SUPERBUG

IN AT-SHIRT OR SWEATSHIRT
PROFESSIONALLY SCREEN PRINTED
WITH YOUR CLUB LOGO DESIGN ETC.

Highly sensitive radio microphone picks up voices up to 30fl away and transmits to any VHF 88 - 108 MHz
radio. RADAR. For baby alarm disco, surveilance etc. Range up to 500 yds. Operates off PP3 battery.
Only f7.95+ 40p PEtP.
BAND ALARM ll
Proffesional burglar alarm kit for houses Et shops etc. comprisingof large plastic coated
steel bell box containing high output siren Et automatic reset electronic control panel. 5
doorlwindow magnetic contacts. 1 large pressure mat Et 1 key switch for on off control.
Easy to install, in less than a day.
Only f54.90+€4PEtP.

MINIMUM
ORDER ONLY 10

Car burglar alarm with CB

BRITISH
GARMENTS
USED
VERY
COMPETITIVE
PRICES

All guaranteed 12 months. Send SAE for data sheet details to

Alrewes Electronics, 138 Main Street. Alrewes. Burton-on-Trent, Staffs.
Trade Et Wholesalers supplied.

good buddy, where do I get

SEND FOR DETAILS TODAY
1

I

-

1

1

1

-

1

1

1

-

1

1

1

RlGTEC

rig proteclion circuit. Comprising of automatic reset control unit, high output siren
Et key switch protect car doors Et CB rig against theft.
Only € l9.95+€2PEtP

1

......................
ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"ANGLIA of course11 They are the
S T W B R t W & , KINGS LYNN.

1

$ IC's

4

Transistors
I

1

S.A.E. for prices of component

Roger D
7, Thyra Court,
Nottingham, NG3 5GT.

BURDElT ROAD, WISBECH
CAMBS PE13 2PS
TEL: 0 9 4 5 6 3 2 8 1
TELEX: 3 2 6 3 0
THIE MOBILE CB RADIO FllTlNG SERVICE.
Wf? come to your home 20, anywhere in the
,South-East. Mobile and base stations. Big base
station aerials rigged. Cars, motorcycles, boats
trucks, houses, airplanes. Tel: 01-467 6334.
CE1 TELEPHONE LINK. Use CB to make
telf?phonecalls. Units - f25; CB n M H z FM rigs
- available soon - f43 + VAT; S.A.E. details Jolhnson Electronics, Star Wharehouse, Chalk
.m Road, N.W.l - 01-2866119; 01-4854308.

e

HANDLE BADGES
'You have just eyeballed' badges with your own
handle printed. Maximum 15 leners or spaces. 0n)y
7% each incl. postage. Breaker Club enquiries
welcome. Send cheque or PO lo
Matcon Ltd., 1 Mayland Ind. Estate, Mayland

Essex.

QSL and HANDLE CARDS illustrated and
printed to order. Don't buy mass-produced, be
original. Send S.A.E. for samples and prices.
HIGHVELD, BRAES OF ULLAPOOL,
ROSS-SHIRE.
YOUR HANDLE in pin on bunon badge with
C.B. 27 MHz motif send S.A.E. 50p P.O. handle
colour choice. Coupland 68, Pugh Crescent,
Bentley, Walsall, West Midlands.
RIG SPARES, C495 60p. C1306 90p. C1307 f2,
C1923 25p. C l W 50p. D471 40p. IS34 6p.
18953 6p. 1SVW f 1, TA7205 f 1.80, TA7310
f1.80, 10.24 MHz crystal U;Plus 30p Postage
BITZ, P.O. Box 64, NOTTINGHAM.
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ANTENAS
RADIOTELEFONO TODAS LAS BANDAS
RADIOTELEPHONE ALL BANDS
RADIOTELEPHONES TOUTES BANDES

MADE

IN S P A I N

SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR
EUROPASONIC (UK) LTD
5 BURY NEW ROAD
MANCHESTER M 8 8FW

ALLEN Z m m

I

THE ALL NEW T-40 FROM TAGRA

WE ARE STILL LOOKING FOR DEALERS
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
PHONE OR WRITE TO:-

specifications

EUROPASONIC (UKI LTD
5 BURY NEW ROAD
MANCHESTER M88FW
061-834-8818 TLX 668652

CLYDE IMPORTERS LTD
24/32 COBURG ST,
GLASGOW G5 9JF
041-429 2058

In one year our KW antenna
has become the largest selling
CB antenna in the world!
I. Itb more

expensive..

AJwdwhrnmu

.

2. Itb made
better..

vat included

' &.

.

...)I

hat the kadin,
CB publloations said.

- - -

Y.&A.

3B TIWESr ". . . t t L not often that a product bursts onto the n
~ escene.
t
dmnatea and Irnprovss CB'ing (or everyone. Amerlc
A n t m a and WN K40 are doing 11-rmted lest8 showed the Jl
could out-perfwmme maor cofn~~ttlive
brands."
R A M 0 CLCCTROWCS: "The results of our tesb shov
hat, &I Wee dinerent positions af the monitoring recewer.
lode1 K40 equaled w out-pelormed the c o m & t i t i ~ anten
App~entiy,Ammican Anknna'radvMng Ir nat merely
Avenw showmanship."
-0NAL
C30M~UNICATWllbr". . . an impresa
85% of the triak, the K40 out-performed the existing mobile ant
MS. We hlrd to try me for aoraefvm.
'I.
. in every cam, the K40 either equelcd or out-performed

.

top sder and in mid 1978, M c m We na#nber one setting ant&na

b the mtm

am.HaW~what CBWs all

ocraer t b UAAm maw.
A M T U N A IWCIAlJST8:
10 years.

". ..truck drlwr and CB'er

50% further tba my M4lQ 'Big Momma'."

-4n

C&#

207McFH. &Sfrap

AVANTlr "I'm an electronic technician with a Second CIS
FCC license . . . l ww eMe to transmit 70% further end tu
the SWR 75% lower than my Av~ntl."
-MR C&fR V M MWW.rmnl0 I t 6 7 . S

PAb

~ PUerlo
L f

". . . 20% b e h r

in transrnlssion anc
receplion h n my 5/8 wave Pal Fkestk."

I

-JGiw A

UIAKUCIARE:

B&m Ban 446. ZehnaWI, PA

". . . I've been a CB'er f a

\hrw yeers end the K40 is the best I've eve1
M.Better in reception and transmission thar
my Shakesueare."
-H e).chtrrC JI.. 1 b K@g Rd. PWk Riap,MA

HUSTLER: "Compered to my Husler XBLT.
4, h e K40 can consistenuy transmit 40%
furher and the recrpfian w a better. The K40 ia
If?@
pePlect way to complete a CB sysbm."

